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ABSTRACT  

 

Peter Alan Wilfahrt: From old fields to forests: Understanding plant successional dynamics 

through the lens of functional traits 

(Under the direction of Peter S. White) 

 

 Vegetative succession describes the turnover of plant species through time. This turnover 

enables coexistence of species temporally, but also spatially as different locations co-occur at 

different successional stages. Moreover, the suite of species that occupy different successional 

stages varies due to heterogeneous environments across both local and regional spatial scales. 

Understanding the processes that underlie succession as well as those that drive spatial variation 

in the species that comprise similar successional stages is a central goal in ecology. In order to 

understand these processes in this dissertation, I recast species into functional traits that connect 

species physiologies to their environments. Using a suite of traits thought to influence species 

success at various stages of succession, I examine functional trait changes through time in plant 

communities of the eastern US. Chapters 2 and 3 use an old field experiment to examine how 

soil nutrients and plant enemies influence temporal dynamics of early secondary succession by 

examining species-level trait responses (Chapter 2) and community-level trait responses (Chapter 

3). Old fields are important and well-studied community types due to their frequency in the 

landscape and lend themselves well to experimental manipulation given the relatively rapid life 

cycles and small stature of their constituent herbaceous species. Chapters 4 and 5 use a 

continental-scale forest database to examine similar processes in trees, albeit at larger spatial and 
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temporal gradients. Chapter 4 uses a space-for-time substitute approach to ask how tree 

community traits change along a forest age gradient, while Chapter 5 asks how traits of tree 

seedling communities respond to forest disturbances using resampled plots. In Chapter 6, I 

synthesize my findings on trait responses to successional gradients in these two distinct 

successional stages. Overall, I found that seed mass, indicative of dispersal strategy, and 

investment in structural biomass (plant height and wood density) capture plant successional 

strategies. Leaf traits, however, did not consistently vary with succession or the manipulated 

environmental gradients in the old field experiment. Rather, leaf traits displayed large, 

unexplained variation across space, suggesting that they are responding to processes related to 

spatial heterogeneity independent of succession. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

 

Succession is the process of species turnover through time following a disturbance that 

removed a significant portion of biomass (Chase and Leibold 2003). Understanding the 

processes driving dynamics of successional plant communities is a long-standing interest in 

ecology (Clements 1904).  Early studies examining shifts in composition through time were 

critical in advancing our understanding of ecological systems and the processes that structure 

them (Oosting 1942, Pickett et al. 1987).  Exposing the underlying processes that occur during 

succession is critical to understanding how species coexist across space and through time 

(Pickett and White 1985).  However, inferring mechanistic processes from composition alone is 

notoriously difficult, particularly in observational studies (Gotelli and Graves 1996).  The 

increasing availability of functional trait data for plant species allows for stronger inferences and 

greater understanding of structuring processes (Lavorel and Garnier 2002, Spasojevic and Suding 

2012). Functional traits connect species to their environment, as biotic and abiotic gradients 

create performance filters that act on a species’ physiology in determining community 

membership (Webb et al. 2010). Traits detailing a species allocation of resources to leaves, 

height, and seed capture an array of species ecological tradeoff strategies that cause them to vary 

in fitness across heterogeneous environments (Westoby 1998). This dissertation examines 

successional dynamics through the lens of functional traits at two distinct stages of succession: 

early herbaceous communities and wooded forest communities. 

The deciduous forest of eastern North America is a well-studied system for exploring the 

community dynamics during the process of succession (Braun 1950, Denslow 1980, Peet and 
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Christensen 1988).  Widespread anthropogenic disturbance followed by extensive agricultural 

abandonment has resulted in a regional patchwork of vegetation at multiple stages of succession, 

from early herbaceous communities characterized by relatively rapid compositional turnover to 

forested communities composed of long lived woody species that have community dynamics that 

play out over decades to centuries (Pickett 1982).  The different temporal dynamics and physical 

stature of these two distinct stages of succession have resulted in different scientific approaches 

to their study, with herbaceous systems lending themselves to experimental manipulation, while 

forested systems are often interpreted using long-term observational studies.  Despite these 

differences, understanding the continuity of the system is important as the properties of the early 

successional communities, both abiotic and biotic, have ramifications for the establishment of 

subsequent woody communities (Oosting 1942, Wright and Fridley 2010).   

The first portion of this dissertation examines succession during the herbaceous stage of 

post-agricultural abandonment. Isolating the mechanisms that structure communities requires 

experimental manipulation.  The small stature, fast life-cycle, and often ephemeral nature of 

herbaceous communities such as early successional habitats make them appropriate habitats for 

such manipulation.  As such, community succession mechanisms are emergent and well-studied 

at this level (HilleRisLambers et al. 2012). Even in the typically short time spans of experiments, 

important temporal dynamics may emerge from repeated sampling (Cardinale et al. 2007). I use 

trait data from an old field experiment that I implemented with Fletcher Halliday and Rob 

Heckman of Dr. Charles Mitchell’s lab to examine mechanisms driving early successional 

turnover. We created an artificial disturbance in experimental plots by spraying herbicide on and 

removing existing vegetation, and then constructed artificial communities with different starting 

plant diversity levels, soil resource supply rates, and access by natural enemies. Following this, 
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we allowed natural colonization from the surrounding community to occur and measured plant 

community composition for four years. In doing so, we were able to examine how leaf-height-

seed traits captured tradeoff axes by which species navigated environments that started at 

different successional stages and had variable top-down and bottom-up environmental 

conditions. 

Chapter 2 examines how population trajectories of species relate to their functional traits. 

It specifically asks whether two ecological strategy tradeoffs, competition-colonization and 

growth-defense, exist in this system and how they relate to seed mass, vegetative height, and 

specific leaf area. These tradeoff axes are mechanisms thought to enable coexistence in plant 

assemblages, but it remains unclear how they relate to each other. This chapter also examines ten 

species in further detail by quantifying how they change in abundance in response to increased 

soil resource supply and diminished enemy access and whether changes in abundance 

corresponded to within-species variation in height or specific leaf area values.  

Chapter 3 expands on Chapter 2 by scaling up to the community level. This chapter uses 

species trait data to examine how dominant processes related to colonization and competition 

changed along a temporal gradient in the experiment. It tests whether colonization dynamics are 

impacted by initial diversity, used here as a proxy for different successional status, how that 

influences the community-weighted trait means of invading species, and whether soil resource 

supply and enemy access further alter observed relationships. It further asks how observed trait 

patterns change two years later when herbaceous canopies have closed and competition is 

expected to be more intense. Additionally, the chapter examines how within-species variation 

shapes community trait patterns in response to these drivers. 
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The second portion of this dissertation examines similar dynamics as those studied in the 

herbaceous stage, but at the much broader spatial and temporal scale of forests. In forest 

ecosystems, both natural and anthropogenic disturbances are part of the dominant paradigm, 

which creates a landscape mosaic of forests in different stages of succession (Pickett and White 

1985).  The unpredictability of major disturbance and long temporal dynamics make the study of 

such systems inherently difficult to study.  Space-for-time studies (Pickett 1989) are often used 

to quantify population and community dynamics that describe successional trajectories. 

Classically, species identity is an instrumental component of understanding forest succession 

(Denslow 1980), with tree species are often categorized as light dependent or shade tolerant to 

understand the underlying process of species turnover (Valladares and Niinemets 2008). This is 

convenient shorthand for describing a tradeoff across species from being able to rapidly colonize 

a site with increased resource abundance, or being a long-term competitor capable of eventually 

shading out the colonizing species. However, successional dynamics are more complex than this 

single tradeoff. The emergence of more readily available trait information for species enhances 

our ability to infer mechanisms that drive post-disturbance colonization and competition 

dynamics (Mouillot et al. 2013).  Combined with long-term datasets or space-for-time 

substitutes, functional traits can greatly increase our understanding of forested systems.  

Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation use the Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) database 

(“Forest Inventory and Analysis Database v.4.0” 2013), curated by the USDA along with tree 

species trait data to understand succession and disturbance in the eastern United States temperate 

forests. In chapter 4, I used estimated stand age data in the FIA database to arrange forest plots 

along a successional sequence across the eastern US. I calculated community weighted means of 

adult trees in each plot for three traits thought to be related to succession: seed mass, leaf 
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nitrogen, and wood density. The goal of this study was to quantify differences in trait patterns 

between early and late successional communities, determine whether patterns were significant 

across ecoregions of the eastern US, and make inferences about what this revealed of 

successional processes. Chapter 5 builds off of Chapter 4 by examining tree seedling recruitment 

in post-disturbance forests using an expanded set of functional traits, adding maximum height, 

shade tolerance, and drought tolerance. Using repeated sampling of FIA plots allowed me to 

overcome limitations of the space-for-time substitution approach while also capturing 

disturbance occurrences. Seedling recruitment is the first stage of post-disturbance forest 

recovery, so this is a narrow view of succession in that regard. I again examined variation in 

these patterns across ecoregions in the eastern US and regressed changes in traits with climate 

data in order to tease apart specific drivers of variation. 

I conclude by synthesizing results from these two seemingly disparate stages of 

succession, old field and forest. In doing so, I examine similarities and differences in the 

mechanisms that enable species coexistence across space and time. 
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CHAPTER 2 : RECONCILING SPECIES POPULATION TRAJECTORIES WITH 

FUNCTIONAL TRADEOFF AXES IN AN EXPERIMENTAL OLD FIELD 

 

Introduction 

 Ecological tradeoffs may manifest as variable population trajectories among species 

across heterogeneous environments and underlying these tradeoffs are functional traits which 

confer a species an advantage in acquiring or retaining resources in some environments, while 

potentially disadvantaging them in others (Webb et al. 2010). This results in species arrayed 

along multiple ecological tradeoff axes (Díaz et al. 2016). Community ecology seeks to 

understand how these species level tradeoffs scale up to allow assemblages of species to locally 

coexist. A plethora of community-level metrics exist to allow for such inferences, but often these 

metrics blur specific responses of species (Supp and Ernest 2014).  Examining shifting species 

abundances in response to environmental drivers alongside relevant functional traits may 

elucidate niche differences between species that provide the foundation for community dynamics 

(McGill et al. 2006). 

 Herbaceous species often constitute the early stages of post-disturbance, successional 

habitats and their relatively rapid life cycles provide an opportunity to quantify population 

trajectories over short time periods (Tilman 1990, Meiners 2007, Lind et al. 2013). Prior to 

exclusion by closed woody canopies, early successional species respond to a variety of biotic and 

abiotic pressures including competition for limited soil nutrients and enemy pressure from 

herbivores and disease (Souza et al. 2016). In order to complete their life cycles and maintain 
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populations, species must either tolerate or avoid these pressures. Population dynamics of species 

across space and time may reveal their ecological strategies in regards to these co-occurring 

pressures. Tilman (1994) developed theoretical models of competition-colonization tradeoffs that 

detailed how species that compete for the same limiting resource can coexist by occupying 

different temporal niches. Species that peak early in abundance, deemed ‘colonizers’, rely on 

high resource environments of post-disturbance habitats before superior competitors arrived and 

draw resources down to a level which excludes colonizers. This tradeoff has been challenged on 

theoretical and conceptual grounds since competition is not strictly hierarchical between species; 

for instance a seedling of a superior light competitor cannot drawdown light availability to an 

adult individual of an inferior light competitor (Yu and Wilson 2001). Despite this, the theory 

has received empirical support in plant communities (Turnbull et al. 1999, Mouquet et al. 2004; 

though see Jakobsson and Eriksson 2003) and in microcosms of aquatic microfauna (Cadotte et 

al. 2006). The discrepancies in evidence and among conceptual underpinnings raise questions of 

how fully competition-colonization tradeoffs can describe species coexistence. Moreover, 

competition-colonization dynamics may exist in a system while being masked by stronger 

processes such as spatial heterogeneity which drives other species tradeoffs (Levine and Rees 

2002). For instance, Lind et al. (2013) used population trajectories of herbaceous species from a 

global grassland study to detail that species exhibit tradeoffs along soil resource and enemy 

pressure axes. They found that species shifts in abundance in response to increased soil nutrient 

availability were generally positively correlated with abundance responses to removal of natural 

enemies, concluding that this indicated a general growth-defense tradeoff in herbaceous species. 

This means that species which invest in defense do so at the cost of decreased growth rates, as 

opposed to investing in defense in place of traits conferring interspecific competitive advantages. 
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Colonizers can potentially avoid a growth-defense tradeoff due to a lack of competition for 

resources in recently disturbed habitats (Chase and Leibold 2003), but could also be hindered by 

low soil resources (Bergholz et al. 2015) or herbivory (Olff and Ritchie 1998). The relationship 

between tradeoff axes such as competition-colonization and growth-defense remains unclear.  

Examining population dynamics is attractive as one can make inferences into ecological 

tradeoffs without collecting trait data, which can be costly and time-consuming. Nonetheless, it 

remains unclear how these population trajectories map onto species trait data. Trait data can 

complement species abundance data by providing information on physiological aspects of a 

species that underlie the ecological tradeoffs controlling changes in abundance. How a species 

variously allocates resources to its leaves, stature, and seeds is indicative of its ecological 

strategy (Westoby 1998) and may be readily captured by measuring a species specific leaf area 

(SLA), maximum vegetative height, and seed mass respectively. Leaf and stature traits can 

impact a species abundance by controlling individuals’ ability to accumulate biomass or by 

influencing frequency-dependent negative population growth which may reflect niche processes 

(Schroeder-Georgi et al. 2015). Seed mass is commonly used as a trait capturing competition-

colonization tradeoffs, with low seed mass providing colonizers an increased likelihood to 

disperse to a recently disturbed community (Turnbull et al. 1999a, Levine and Rees 2002, 

Mouquet et al. 2004). Interspecific differences generally account for most of the variation in 

traits, but within-species variation often accounts for a non-negligible amount of variation within 

a species assemblage as well (Siefert et al. 2015). This within-species trait plasticity may itself 

be a fitness mechanism by allowing species to adjust traits toward some environmental optimum. 

These within-species responses to environmental conditions can be examined at the community 

level (Lepš et al. 2011, Siefert and Ritchie 2016, Chapter 3), or across species themselves 
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(Mitchell and Bakker 2016). Examining species-level trait plasticity may reveal patterns of 

within-species variation that is not apparent at the community level. For instance, it may be that 

the species that are able to vary their traits may gain a competitive advantage.  

This study investigates how species population trajectories reveal ecological tradeoffs, 

and how a trait scheme of leaf, height, and seed traits captures these trajectories. Using a four 

year experimental herbaceous community, we ask whether species sort temporally in a manner 

consistent with competition-colonization theory, whether resource availability and enemy access 

drive additional tradeoff axes manifesting in population dynamics, and how these tradeoff axes 

relate to one another. Further, we ask whether these population tradeoff axes correlate with LHS 

traits consistent with how environmental conditions are expected to influence where species 

allocate resources to aboveground tissue across resource heterogeneity. Finally, we ask whether 

trait plasticity within species correlate with population responses under different environmental 

conditions. 

 

Methods 

Study system 

This study was conducted in an herbaceous old field, Widener Farm, located within the 

Duke Forest in the Piedmont of North Carolina, USA. The site has been maintained as an old 

field since 1996, and prior to that was an agricultural field since the 1950s. Dominant vegetation 

is comprised of perennial grasses such as Andropogon virginicus, Schedonorus arundinaceus, 

and Anthoxanthum odoratum. The site receives an average of 1221mm of annual precipitation 

and has an average annual temperature of 15° C. 
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Experimental design 

 In order to test the effects of soil resource supply and enemy access on species population 

and trait dynamics, we used a randomized, complete block design with factorially crossed 

fertilization and pesticide treatments. These treatments were also crossed with a planting 

treatment that manipulated diversity, but we consider these treatments here only as far as they 

changed the initial abundances of several planted species. In 2011, we established 260, 1x1 m 

plots across 5 spatial blocks. These plots were denuded by applying glyphosate herbicide 

(Riverdale® Razor® Pro, Nufarm Americas Inc, Burr Ridge, IL), raked to remove dead 

aboveground biomass two weeks later, and then covered with landscape fabric to impede natural 

recolonization. One meter wide alleys between plots were left vegetated.  

 Diversity treatments were established by assigning plots to one of three treatment levels: 

monoculture, 5 species polycultures, and unplanted control. Six, perennial herbaceous species 

that already occurred at Widener Farm were selected and seedlings were grown in a greenhouse. 

The species included three grasses, Andropogon virginicus, Setaria parviflora, and Tridens 

flavus; two asters, Packera anonyma and Solidago pinetorum; and one mint, Scutellaria 

integrifolia. These species were germinated in a greenhouse, transplanted out to the field into the 

denuded plots, and given a year to establish before natural colonization occurred. More details on 

the planting treatment can be found in Chapter 3. Natural colonization occurred from the seed 

bank and surrounding alleys and communities, and no effort was made to maintain or advantage 

the planted species once natural colonization occurred. Control plots were denuded of 

aboveground vegetation at the same time and covered with landscape fabric, but did not receive 

any planting treatment. There were six possible polyculture species combinations, each 

excluding one of the six planted species, and six possible monocultures, creating 13 possible 
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initial community compositions. Because density was kept constant between monocultures and 

polycultures, polycultures started with lower abundances for any given planted species. These 13 

compositions were fully replicated across the soil resource and enemy access treatments and 

across all five blocks. 

 Enemy access was manipulated by assigning plots to one of two treatment levels: control 

and pesticide application. Pesticide application involved spraying foliar fungicide (mancozeb, 

Dithane® DF, Dow AgroSciences, Indianapolis, IN) and insecticide (es-fenvalerate, Asana® XL, 

Dupont, Wilmington, DE) every two to three weeks during the growing season from July 2012 to 

September of 2015; the first application occurred after we removed the landscape fabric in July 

of 2012. Neither the fungicide nor insecticide had any non-target effects on plant growth of 

common Widener Farm species under greenhouse conditions. 

 Soil nutrient supply was manipulated by assigning plots to one of two treatment levels: 

control and fertilization. Fertilization involved yearly application of 10 g/ m2 N as slow-release 

urea, 10 g/m2 P as super triple phosphate, and 10 g/ m2 K as potassium sulphate, each in slow 

release form to increase soil nutrient supply throughout the growing season. The first application 

occurred after we removed the landscape fabric in July of 2012 and in May of each subsequent 

year. In total, our study system comprised 260 plots (5 replicate blocks × 13 community 

compositions × 2 nutrient supply levels × 2 enemy access levels). 

Plant surveys 

 Plots were surveyed for species presence and percent cover of all vascular plants at the 

end of the growing season for four years post-planting (2012-2015). Percent cover was measured 

within a centrally located 0.75 × 0.75 m subplot in each plot to avoid edge effects and used as a 

metric for species abundance. An additional survey conducted in June of 2014 (mid-growing 
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season) was used to inform trait data collection, but was not used to measure species population 

dynamics. For each survey, we searched within the subplot area for all rooted vascular plants 

(and also non-rooted vines) before jointly estimating the percent cover. 

Trait data 

 Specific leaf area (SLA) was measured in July of 2014 immediately following the June 

cover survey. In each plot, we selected species in descending order of percent cover until 80% of 

the relative cover of that plot from the July 2014 survey was accounted for as per Pérez-

Harguindeguy et al. (2013). Then, we selected ten leaves in each plot by cycling through its 

species list in descending order of cover. For instance, if six species accounted for >80% of the 

relative cover, two leaves were selected for the four most abundant species, and one leaf for the 

remaining two species. Thus, when a species accounted for a large portion of the relative cover 

of a plot, it would have high replication of sampling within that plot (max. five leaves per species 

per plot), while plots with high evenness would have less replication of any single species. 

Leaves within species were chosen randomly from within the plot, but an effort was made not to 

sample from the same ramet when a species was sampled multiple times. In total, 2590 leaves 

were sampled across the experiment; an average of 4.5 species were selected per plot. Species 

with multiple samples per plot were averaged within a plot. 

 We measured height data in September 2014 immediately following the cover survey in 

the same month. Similar to SLA, we selected species in descending order of percent cover until 

80% of the relative cover was accounted for. Then the tallest individual, not including 

reproductive structures, was identified and we measured the distance between the ground and the 

tallest vegetative portion of the plant as it stood naturally. Because the variable of interest was a 
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species height potential in any given plot, replication of a species occurred only across plots. 

This resulted in 1124 individuals being measured with an average of 4.3 species per plot.  

In order to examine species specific trait responses of height and SLA, we selected only 

species which had at least ten measurements for both traits in each of the following four 

treatment conditions: unfertilized, fertilized, unsprayed, sprayed. This resulted in ten species, 

including four of the species which were planted as part of the richness treatment (Table 2.1). 

We also used these ten species for species specific abundance responses to soil resource supply 

and enemy access treatments. 

 Seed mass data were acquired from Royal Botanic Gardens Kew (2016) for the most 

common species in the experiment. Where multiple masses were reported, we took the mean 

value from all sources reported; S. integrifolia  and S. pinetorum were not present in the 

database, so we selected the value of their nearest phylogenetic neighbor (Table 2.1). Because 

these data were not collected locally, we were unable to estimate within-species variation, 

though several studies suggest that within species means of seed mass are not variable across 

environments (Violle et al. 2009, Kazakou et al. 2014). Seed mass values were log transformed 

at the species level to normalize the data as they ranged across four orders of magnitude. 

Population trajectories 

 We used the repeated cover surveys to estimate population trajectories through time of 

the most frequent species in the experiment. We selected only species that occurred in at least 

10% of the plots in at least one year and those which we had data on for at least one of the three 

traits. Finally, we omitted two tree species (Pinus taeda and Liquidambar styraciflua) which had 

begun to establish seedlings in our plots as tree species differ greatly in height in seed mass. This 

resulted in 30 species total, which accounted for 93-97% of the total cover in the four sampling 
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periods.  Average time to maximum abundance in a plot was used as a proxy to estimate species 

colonization-competition strategy (sensu Meiners 2007). This was calculated for each species by 

identifying each plot a species was found in throughout the experiment and then, for each of 

those plots, identifying which survey year it had the highest percent cover in, and then averaging 

all plot values for that species. For planted species, we only considered the 140 plots where a 

species was not planted because we could not distinguish individuals that arrived via 

colonization from those that were planted. Time to maximum abundance was used in place of 

average time to colonization of a plot because many species likely established a persistent seed 

bank after 15 years of repeated disturbance from mowing in the field. Thus, the time lag to peak 

abundance is likely more representative of whether a species relies on post-disturbance resource 

environments due to diminished dispersal limitations in this system. For population trajectories 

related to enemy access and soil resource supply, we compared a species’ abundance in the 

control and manipulated plots for each treatment by calculating the log of the average abundance 

in a treatment plot divided by the average abundance in its control plot; therefore positive values 

indicate higher abundance in the treatment plots and negative values indicate higher abundance 

in the control plots. For this calculation, we omitted plots that had received both the fertilization 

and spraying treatment, so that mean log ratio responses were restricted to the treatment of 

interest. This was conducted for the 2014 census data as this was when enemy and soil resource 

effects were most evident (see Chapter 3) and matches when trait data were collected. 

Statistical analyses 

 Relationships among species’ population trajectories and traits were analyzed with 

Pearson correlations, and relationships with a p-value of less than 0.05 were considered 

significant. Seed mass was log-transformed to meet assumptions of normality. General linear 
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mixed effect models were used to determine differences between species traits and abundance in 

September 2014 using the nlme package in R (Pinheiro et al. 2016). Three separate models 

predicted vegetative height, SLA, and abundance of the ten species with adequate trait data 

(described above). In each model, experimental treatments and species identity were used as 

fixed effects with interaction terms between species and treatments; the diversity treatment was 

included as a covariate to account for the data structure but we do not report results here. 

Random effects were plot nested within block. This approach allows testing for trait and 

abundance differences between species in response to treatments while accounting for structure 

in the data that may arise from unmeasured environmental gradients at the plot and block level 

that could influence species responses (Mitchell and Bakker 2014).  We used a Tukey post-hoc 

test to examine species specific responses to treatments and adjusted for multiple comparisons. 

Abundance data was log transformed and plots where a species had never been recorded in any 

year were omitted, thus a species could be recorded absent only if it had previously been 

observed in a plot. This was done to avoid inflating ‘zeroes’ that were a result of failure to 

disperse to a site as opposed to a failure to establish in a site. For species that were planted as 

part of the diversity treatments, we used only those plots where they were planted in this 

analysis. This was done because we observed colonization into non-planted plots in later years of 

several of these species that was not evident early on, but generally these occurred with low 

abundance. Presumably this occurred as seed rain was increased from plots where they were 

planted, meaning these species colonized later on in the experiment under different 

environmental conditions. 
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Results 

 Species displayed a broad range of responses in population trajectories and trait values 

suggesting a variety of life histories strategies. The three population trajectory metrics were not 

correlated with one another (Figure 2.1), suggesting that they represent different tradeoff axes. 

Traits were similarly uncorrelated with one another. Time to maximum abundance had 

significant, positive correlations with seed mass (r = 0.36) and maximum height (r = 0.48), and a 

significant, negative correlation with SLA (r = -0.46). Species abundance responses to spraying 

were negatively correlated with SLA (r = -0.53) but unrelated to seed mass or maximum height. 

Species abundance responses to soil resource supply were not significantly related to SLA or 

seed mass, and had a significant positive correlation with height (r = 0.48). 

 There were strong, among-species differences in abundance, max height, and SLA in 

2014 (Table 2.1). While soil resource supply did not affect overall cover, it did have significant 

interactions with the species variable. Enemy exclusion significantly increased overall cover, and 

also interacted significantly with species. Tukey’s post-hoc comparisons revealed that it was 

generally not the same species reacting to soil resource supply and enemy access, and three 

species did not differ in abundance across any of these treatments (Figure 2.2). This reinforces 

that species have unique life history strategies and the lack of a tradeoff axis connecting soil 

resource supply and enemy access in this experiment such as that found by Lind et al. (2013). An 

increase in height and decrease in SLA was observed in response to reduction in enemy access 

via spraying, and soil resource supply also led to an increase in height (Table 2.2). Both soil 

resource supply and enemy access treatments interacted with species in height responses, 

although Tukey post-hoc comparisons revealed only two species showed increased height in 

fertilized plots, and two different species increased in height in response to pesticide spraying 
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(Figure 2.3). Interestingly, Scutellaria integrifolia was one of the species that increased in height 

in fertilized plots, and Lonicera japonica increased in height following spraying, but they were 

two of three species that did not show changes in abundance in response to either treatment. 

However, it should also be noted that we used a conservative test statistic, so although they were 

not all statistically significant, 8 of the 10 species appeared to have increased height responses to 

both fertilization and spraying.  SLA showed a significant interaction between soil resource 

supply and species identity, but not between enemy access and species identity. However, only 

one species, Anthoxanthum odoratum, showed a significant shift in SLA in sprayed plots, and 

this did not appear to impact its abundance (Figure 2.4). 

 

Discussion 

 Species differed in their population dynamics across time and in response to enemy 

access and soil resource supply. All three LHS traits examined correlated with time to peak 

abundance, signifying that traits related to resource acquisition and allocation (height and SLA) 

and dispersal (seed mass) capture colonization-competition tradeoffs. Species population 

dynamics across time and in response to experimental treatments were unrelated to one another, 

suggesting that species have additional niche differentiation along the colonization-competition 

gradient. Species were idiosyncratic in their response to soil resource supply and enemy 

exclusion, both in terms of abundance and trait plasticity. The apparent lack of a synchronized 

response between which species had significant changes in abundance and which had significant 

trait responses suggest that although species may adjust to changing environments, trait plasticity 

itself was not a general mechanism by which species increased their abundance across 

treatments. 
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A shift from low to high seed mass represents a shift from low to high parental 

investment per seed, but also a shift from high to low fecundity (Leishman et al. 2000). This 

makes seed mass an attractive trait for investigating colonization-competition tradeoffs, as low 

seed mass enables higher dispersal from maternal individuals, while heavier seeded germinants 

may have increased capacity to persist in environments with low resource availability. As such 

seed mass is an often-used trait for investigating competition-colonization tradeoffs in plant 

communities (Turnbull et al. 1999, Levine and Rees 2002, Mouquet et al. 2004). We found a 

general pattern of low seed mass species peaking in abundance earlier than heavy species, but 

SLA and vegetative height were more strongly related to this population trajectory. Given that 

SLA, height, and seed mass were uncorrelated with one another, this suggests that multiple 

selection pressures are operating on species across time. Species that peaked in abundance early 

had a high SLA which is consistent with an ‘acquisitive’ strategy, where species are able to 

rapidly acquire resources at the expense of short lived leaves (Wright et al. 2004). Shorter 

species were also more likely to peak early, signifying that colonizers did not invest resources 

into structural biomass which may be adequate in low competition, post-disturbance habitats, but 

result in competitive exclusion as other, taller species arrive. Together, this suggests that early 

arriving species allocate resources towards maximal leaf surface area at the expense of height 

and leaf longevity. These are characteristics which are consistent with maximizing resource 

capture in low competition environments and potentially indicate increased resource availability 

for reproduction, but likely require short life cycles as they are outcompeted in later years. This 

is consistent with the low seed mass that also characterized early peaking species. 

We did not find evidence for a growth-defense tradeoff (Lind et al. 2013) or an 

alternatively proposed and orthogonal competition-defense tradeoff (Viola et al. 2010) in this 
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system; instead species responses to the enemy access and soil resource supply treatments were 

uncorrelated with one another. This is surprising given that Lind et al. (2013) found growth-

defense tradeoffs to be ubiquitous across a coordinated, global grassland experiment. Moreover, 

one of their sites which demonstrated this tradeoff was located in Widener Farm, adjacent to our 

experiment. However, two major differences exist between these studies. First, they did not 

remove extant vegetation meaning that communities started later in the successional sequence. 

While compositional outcomes along nitrogen gradients were independent of initial composition 

in a Minnesota grassland (Inouye and Tilman 1995), resetting communities to early stages of 

succession could result in the delayed emergence of observable community-level tradeoffs 

(Laliberte et al. 2012). Second, they examined the effects of vertebrate herbivores, while we 

suppressed invertebrate herbivores and fungal pathogens. Invertebrate herbivores may selectively 

disadvantage forbs (La Pierre et al. 2015). This is consistent with three of our four forb species 

increasing in abundance in sprayed plots, though we cannot disentangle the effects of 

invertebrate herbivores and fungal pathogens in this study. If this selectivity does not occur 

among vertebrate browsers, it could result in different emergent tradeoffs. Here, we observed 

distinctive population trajectories suggestive of multiple co-occurring tradeoff axes instead of a 

single axis capturing both bottom-up and top-down processes. Moreover, this was not a result of 

less common species driving the results, as the ten most common species in the experiment also 

had idiosyncratic abundance responses to soil resource supply and enemy access. Only one 

species, Packera anonyma, had significant responses to both treatments, and these responses 

were in opposite directions. 

Soil resource supply and enemy access log ratio responses also correlated with different 

traits, height and SLA respectively, further indicating that different species are filtered by these 
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environmental conditions. These trait differences emerged primarily among species. Within-

species height variation appeared to have similar responses to spraying and fertilization. 

Although only several species had significantly increased height values in response to either 

treatment, there was a general within-species increase of height with 8 of the 10 species analyzed 

appearing to have increased in height. Borer et al. (2014) proposed that enemy suppression and 

increased soil resources could both lead to decreased light availability as more plant biomass 

accumulates aboveground, and these potentially increased height values are consistent with this. 

Lonicera japonica, a climbing vine, was one of the species that had a significant increase in 

height in response to the spraying treatment. Because L. japonica requires other species for 

structural support, its increased height also supports a general increase in plot height. Height is a 

prevalent structuring trait for species fitness in this system, arraying species along a colonization-

competition axis, a soil resource availability axis, and shows largely consistent within-species 

responses to soil resource supply and enemy access treatments. 

Population trajectories in response to enemy access and soil resource supply were 

uncorrelated with the competition-colonization axis. Colonizers responded similarly to these 

treatments during early periods of succession as competitors did during later periods of 

succession. Thus, the species in our system that took advantage of early, low competition 

environments were still variable in their response to soil resource supply and enemy access in 

later years. Species which rely on disturbed patches may face more complex restrictions than 

solely unoccupied environments, including having competitive tradeoffs with other ‘colonizers’ 

(Turnbull et al. 2004).  This also highlights that commonly used traits such as SLA and height 

may capture multiple tradeoff axes within species, despite the population trajectories being 

uncorrelated themselves. 
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The co-occurrence of multiple tradeoff axes interacting with each other during succession 

lays a foundation for species coexistence. If colonizers differ among each other in their capacity 

to drawdown resources and tolerate enemy damage, then they may coexist by stratifying across 

spatial gradients where these factors vary. When competition-colonization tradeoffs also exist, 

with varying patches of time since last disturbance, additional species can coexist. Ultimately, 

population trajectories and functional traits jointly reveal these ecological strategies, suggesting 

both approaches should be used in conjunction. 
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Table 2.1 - Species trait information. The ten species in the first section were used for the within-

species trait analyses. Abbreviations correspond to those in Figures. 2-4. 

 
Species Abbr. Family Seed mass  

(mg / 1000) 

Max height 

(cm) 

Average SLA 

(cm2/mg) 

Andropogon virginicus ANVI Poaceae 0.30 36.3 0.296 

Anthoxanthum odoratum ANOD Poaceae 0.55 49.5 0.196 

Holcus lanatus HOLA Poaceae 0.30 35.3 0.264 

Lonicera japonica LOJA Caprifoliaceae 2.2 48.2 0.168 

Packera anonyma PAAN Asteraceae 0.23 28.9 0.099 

Schedonorus arundinaceus SCAR Poaceae 2.4 65.8 0.159 

Scutellaria integrifolia SCIN Lamiaceae 1.6 (S. incana) 48.7 0.167 

Solanum carolinense SOCA Solanaceae 2.4 57.5 0.148 

Sorghum halapense SOHA Poaceae 5.0 115.7 0.202 

Solidago pinetorum SOLI Asteraceae 0.41 (S. juncea) 73.7 0.114 

Acalypha virginica - Euphorbiaceae 0.61 - - 

Apocynum cannabinum - Apocynaceae 1.1 108.7 0.135 

Carex complanata - Cyperaceae 2.1 47.4 0.151 

Chamaecrista nictitans - Fabaceae 2.2 - - 

Conyza canadensis - Asteraceae 0.08 94.9 0.229 

Daucus carota - Apiaceae 1.0 39.0 0.284 

Dichanthelium dichotomum - Poaceae 0.08 38.0 0.218 

Digitaria sanguinalis - Poaceae 0.51 47.6 - 

Erigeron annuus - Asteraceae 0.03 88.2 0.183 

Eragrostis capilaris - Poaceae 0.09 37.0 0.167 

Gamochaeta purpurea - Asteraceae 0.037 - - 

Lespedeza cuneata - Fabaceae 1.6 101 0.154 

Oxalis dillenii - Oxalidaceae 0.19 31.2 - 

Plantago lanceolata - Plantaginaceae 1.3 33.5 0.168 

Poa pratensis - Poaceae 0.30 - - 

Rumex acetosella - Polygonaceae 0.7 56.2 0.257 

Salvia lyrata - Lamiaceae 1.2 24.0 0.231 

Schyzachyrium scoparium - Poaceae 1.1 41.6 - 

Setaria parviflora - Poaceae 1.6 38.7 - 

Tridens flavus - Poaceae 1.0 48.0 0.207 
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Table 2.2 - Results of linear mixed models analyzing how soil resources and enemy access 

influenced abundance, height, and SLA responses of ten common species in the experiment. 

Random intercept terms were plots nested within block. 

 

 df  F P 

Abundance    

  Species 9 / 1336 987.1 <0.0001 

  Soil Resources 1 / 251 0.339 0.56 

  Enemy Access 1 / 251 8.57 <0.01 

  Soil x Species 9 / 1336 20.47 <0.0001 

  Enemy x Species 9 / 1336 10.95 <0.0001 

    

Height    

  Species 9 / 665 269.1 <0.0001 

  Soil Resources 1 / 251 28.0 <0.0001 

  Enemy Access 1 / 251 44.98 <0.0001 

  Soil x Species 9 / 665 2.74 <0.01 

  Enemy x Species 9 / 665 2.67 <0.01 

    

SLA    

  Species 9 / 674 349.9 <0.0001 

  Soil Resources 1 / 251 3.35 0.069 

  Enemy Access 1 / 251 15.77 <0.0001 

  Soil x Species 9 / 674 4.97 <0.0001 

  Enemy x Species 9 / 674 1.42 0.18 
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Figure 2.1 - Relationship among species of population trajectories and trait means. Pearson’s r and p-values in the upper diagonal 

describe the correlation of the scatterplots in the lower diagonal, where each point represents a species. Time to max abundance is the 

average year a species peaked in abundance in all plots it ever occurred in. Enemy access and soil resource are the log ratio responses 

of species to the experimental treatments in 2014; positive values correspond to higher abundances relative to the control plots. 
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Figure 2.2 - Effects of soil resource supply and enemy access on species abundances in the third growing season of the 

experiment (2014). Boxplots represent model predictions of ANOVA models on individual species data; grey points show the 

raw data, jittered for clarity. Letters above the data indicate where treatments were significantly different from one another. 

Models only consider plots where the species was found; ANVI, PAAN, SCIN, and SOPI were part of the planting treatment 

and models for these species only consider plots where they were planted. 
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Figure 2.3 - Effects of soil resource supply and enemy access on species height in the third growing season of the experiment (2014). 

Boxplots represent model predictions of ANOVA models on individual species data; grey points show the raw data, jittered for 

clarity. Letters above the data indicate where treatments had significantly different height values from control plots. Trait data was 

only collected for a species where it was locally abundant. 
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Figure 2.4  – Effects of soil resource supply and enemy access on species SLA in the third growing season of the experiment 

(2014). Boxplots represent model predictions of ANOVA models on individual species data; grey points show the raw data, jittered 

for clarity. Letters above the data indicate where treatments had significantly different SLA values from control plots. Trait data 

was only collected for a species where it was locally abundant. 
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CHAPTER 3 : EFFECTS OF INITIAL PLANT DIVERSITY, SOIL RESOURCE 

SUPPLY, AND ENEMY ACCESS ON COMMUNITY TRAIT PATTERNS 

DURING OLD FIELD SUCCESSION 

 

Introduction 

 Succession drives community turnover through time, generally in response to change in 

the most limiting resource.  For plant communities, diminishing ground-level light availability is 

often the most evident and rapid change in resource availability (Chase and Leibold 2003). This 

may result in competition-colonization tradeoffs among species, where good colonizers rely on 

recently disturbed, resource-rich habitats and good competitors arrive later but draw down 

resources and eventually competitively exclude colonizers (Tilman 1994). However, additional 

niche differences arising from bottom up soil resource supply or top down herbivory may alter 

the trajectory of community composition during succession by modifying colonizer and 

competitor success (Pacala and Rees 1998, Lind et al. 2013).  Community-level plant functional 

traits reflect shifting ecological strategies of constituent species as their fitness changes in 

response to shifting successional resource environments (Webb et al. 2010). Westoby (1998) 

posited that tradeoff axes relating to colonization and competition are indicated by a species 

investment in leaf, height, and seed (LHS) traits. These tradeoffs may result in a species being a 

poor soil nutrient competitor but good light competitor (Dickson et al. 2014); having increased 

susceptibility to herbivory or disease but being capable of rapid growth (Throop and Lerdau 

2004), or investing in a bet-hedging strategy enabling high dispersal of offspring, at the expense 

of high individual seedling mortality (Leishman et al. 2000). Investigating these processes in an 
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early successional system using the LHS framework reveals the relative strengths of structuring 

factors on plant communities across temporal gradients and environmental conditions.  

Recently disturbed communities may see a species fail to establish despite being 

biologically suited because it either fails to disperse to that area, or it disperses but the germinule 

is unable to persist due to asymmetric competition from extant vegetation (Tilman 2004). This 

promotes a competition-colonization tradeoff among species that can be captured by measuring 

species seed mass (Turnbull et al. 1999, Mouquet et al. 2004).  Species adopting a colonization 

strategy have high fecundity and low seed mass, allowing them to disperse to a greater number 

of sites. Species investing in a competition strategy have larger seeds but lower fecundity, with 

the advantage of increased parental investment per seed which may confer offspring with 

increased chances of survival when germinating underneath extant vegetation (Leishman et al. 

2000). Following this, members of recently disturbed communities may exhibit lower average 

seed mass due to reduced competition from extant individuals favoring the ‘colonizer’ strategy. 

As communities undergo succession following disturbance, competition may increase as stronger 

competitors with larger seeds begin to colonize the community. Moreover, the severity of 

disturbance (i.e. amount of biomass removed) may leave communities at different stages of 

succession. Communities that have higher diversity levels in post disturbance communities may 

have higher resource drawdown and reduce the fitness of low seed mass species more 

immediately. 

Competition for multiple limited soil nutrients acts as a stabilizing mechanism for 

coexistence, with a multitude of studies showing that fertilization leads to loss of species 

richness (Grime 1973, Rajaniemi et al. 2003, Suding et al. 2005, Harpole and Tilman 2007, 

Dickson and Foster 2011, Dickson et al. 2014). Evidence suggests that adding soil nutrients 
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shifts competition from belowground to aboveground, allowing species previously limited by a 

soil nutrient deficit to outcompete other species for light (Hautier et al. 2009, Borer et al. 2014). 

However, several studies have found that light reduction does not fully explain loss of diversity, 

suggesting that belowground competition is still occurring (Rajaniemi et al. 2003, Dickson and 

Foster 2011). Because light competition is highly asymmetric, vegetative height is a 

straightforward trait to measure to understand light competition (Westoby et al. 2002). To grow 

taller than its neighbors, an individual must invest in structural biomass, potentially at the cost of 

root or leaf biomass. As such, higher maximum height potential may be advantageous in habitats 

where light is more limiting than soil nutrients, while the cost of increased structural biomass 

may be disadvantageous where light is less limiting. 

The presence of plant enemies, namely herbivores and pathogens, can reduce the biomass 

of plant photosynthetic organs and induce physiological changes within leaves (Agrawal 2001, 

Aldea et al. 2005). Thus, enemy pressure causes species to incur a cost due to either lost tissue or 

by diverting resource investment from growth and reproduction to mechanical or chemical 

defenses. In turn, enemy presence can alter community trait composition by filtering out 

individuals with suboptimal investment in defense mechanisms, which act on variation both 

between and within-species. If enemy presence is reduced, species that rely on rapid growth and 

replacement of lost tissue may have a competitive advantage over those that invest in defense. 

Specific leaf area (SLA) is a proxy for a species investment in defense versus growth (Cronin et 

al. 2010). Species with low SLA have a low leaf area to leaf mass ratio which generally 

correlates to high C:N ratios indicating increased allocation to defense against enemies. 

Therefore, species with low SLA may lose the advantage of indirect competition over high SLA 

species if enemy access to communities is reduced. 
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 Maximum height, SLA, and seed mass are expected to relate most strongly to soil 

resource availability, enemy access, and post-disturbance community composition, respectively. 

However, these abiotic and biotic conditions may cause additional variation in each trait. 

Increased soil nutrients may favor species with higher SLA (Knops and Reinhart 2000, Laliberte 

et al. 2012) or cause within-species increases in SLA (Siefert and Ritchie 2016), indicating a 

shift toward increased growth rate (Laliberte et al. 2012). However, other studies have failed to 

find such a relationship (Wright and Sutton-Grier 2012, Kazakou et al. 2014). Seed mass may 

increase with soil nutrient supply indicating increased competitive pressure on seedlings due to 

low light availability (Manning et al. 2009), but seed mass may also decrease with increasing soil 

nutrient supply as low nutrient environments may also select for higher seed mass species 

(Bergholz et al. 2015). Reduction in enemy access may decrease light penetration to the ground 

as less aboveground tissue is lost (Borer et al. 2014), potentially causing communities to be 

increasingly represented by large seed mass species that can colonize in low light conditions, and 

potentially taller species if light drawdown occurs at multiple strata.  

 Communities may shift in trait means as trait optima change with environmental 

conditions, causing variation across space. This variation in trait means at the community level 

can arise from two sources: among-species variation resulting from turnover of species with 

different mean trait values and within-species variation (Jung et al. 2010). Globally, within-

species variation has been estimated to account for on average 25% of the variation of within 

communities (Siefert et al. 2015). In one old-field experiment, fertilization effects on height 

arose almost entirely from within-species variation (Siefert and Ritchie 2016); while SLA 

appears to vary both among and within-species along nitrogen gradients (Knops and Reinhart 

2000). Enemy presence may directly cause within-species variation in plant height by physically 
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removing photosynthetic organs which limits growth potential of individuals or if taller 

individuals are more apparent or easily accessed by enemies (Price 1991). While leaf chemistry 

has shown enemy induced changes (Agrawal 2001), within-species SLA responses to enemy 

presence is not well detailed. These studies highlight the need to consider within-species trait 

variation to understand community responses to environmental contexts. 

Ultimately, post-disturbance community composition, soil resource supply, and enemy 

access simultaneously influence plant communities, and examining temporal trait responses 

within the same system can reveal the relative importance of these processes through time. In 

this study, we examine successional processes in a multifactor old field experiment manipulating 

initial plant diversity, soil resource supply, and enemy access and measuring the response of 

community LHS traits at two different periods. The first period occurred shortly after natural 

colonization began beneath experimental, planted communities and we expect colonization 

dynamics to be most evident in community trait values at this time. The second time point is two 

years later and we expect direct and indirect competition dynamics related to fertilization and 

enemy access to be most evident at this time. In doing so, we ask: 1) Do initial plant diversity, 

soil resource supply, and enemy access influence community level trait patterns? 2) Do the 

observed relationships vary through time? 3) What role does within-species trait variation play in 

response to these factors? 

 

Methods 

Study area 

This study was conducted at Widener Farm, an old field maintained as part of Duke 

Forest in the Piedmont of North Carolina, USA. Widener Farm was used for row crops from the 
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mid-1950s until 1996, and has since been maintained as an herbaceous community by annual 

mowing. The site receives an average of 1221mm of annual precipitation. It is dominated by 

perennial grasses such as Andropogon virginicus, Schedonorus arundinaceus, and Anthoxanthum 

odoratum, but also includes many subdominant grasses, forbs, and annual plants. 

Experimental design 

 In order to test the effects of initial diversity, soil resource supply, and enemy access on 

community dynamics, we used a randomized, complete block design with factorially crossed 

treatments of the three variables of interest.  In 2011, we established 260, 1x1 m plots across 5 

spatial blocks. These plots were denuded by applying glyphosate herbicide (Riverdale® Razor® 

Pro, Nufarm Americas Inc, Burr Ridge, IL), raked to remove dead aboveground biomass two 

weeks later, and then covered with landscape fabric to impede natural recolonization. One meter 

wide alleys between plots were left vegetated.  

 Diversity treatments were established by assigning plots to one of three treatment levels: 

monoculture, 5 species polycultures, and unplanted control (herein referred to as blanks). Six, 

perennial herbaceous species that already occurred at Widener Farm were selected and seedlings 

were grown in a greenhouse. The species included three grasses (Andropogon virginicus, Setaria 

parviflora, and Tridens flavus), two Asteraceae (Packera anonyma and Solidago pinetorum), and 

one Lamiaceae (Scutellaria integrifolia). Eight to twelve weeks after planting in the greenhouse, 

species were transplanted into the field by cutting small holes into the landscape fabric, digging 

small holes, and planting 41 individuals per plot in a checkerboard fashion (9 rows alternating 

between 5 and 4 individuals). In polycultures, four species were randomly assigned to eight 

spaces, with one random species being assigned to nine spaces. Individuals were allowed to 

establish for 2011, and in 2012 we repeated this process to replace all dead individuals. 
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Originally, Asclepias syriaca was the sixth species, but due to poor germination and high field 

mortality, it was replaced in 2012 with Setaria parviflora. Following this replacement, A. syriaca 

was not observed within the experiment.  In July of 2012, we weeded plots of all non-planted 

species and removed the landscape fabric without damaging planted individuals. Following this, 

natural colonization from the seed bank and surrounding alleys and communities was allowed to 

occur. Blank plots were denuded of aboveground vegetation at the same time and covered with 

landscape fabric, but did not receive any planting treatment. There were six possible polyculture 

species combinations, each excluding one of the six planted species, and six possible 

monocultures, creating 13 possible initial community compositions. These 13 compositions were 

factorially crossed with the soil resource and enemy access treatments and replicated once in 

each of five spatial blocks for a total of 260 plots. 

 Enemy access was manipulated by assigning plots to one of two treatment levels: control 

and pesticide application. Pesticide application involved spraying foliar fungicide (mancozeb, 

Dithane® DF, Dow AgroSciences, Indianapolis, IN) and insecticide (es-fenvalerate, Asana® XL, 

Dupont, Wilmington, DE) every two to three weeks during the growing season from July 2012 to 

September of 2015; the first application occurred after we removed the landscape fabric in July 

of 2012. Neither the fungicide nor insecticide had any non-target effects on plant growth of 

common Widener Farm species under greenhouse conditions. 

 Soil nutrient supply was manipulated by assigning plots to one of two treatment levels: 

control and fertilization. Fertilization involved yearly application of 10 g/ m2 N as slow-release 

urea, 10 g/m2 P as super triple phosphate, and 10 g/ m2 K as potassium sulphate, each in slow 

release form to increase soil nutrient supply throughout the growing season. The first application 

occurred after we removed the landscape fabric in July of 2012 and in May of each subsequent 
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year. In total, our study system was comprised of 260 plots (5 replicate blocks × 13 community 

compositions × 2 nutrient supply levels × 2 enemy access levels). 

Plant community composition 

 I measured plant community composition from two sampling periods by visually 

estimating percent cover of all vascular plant species within a 0.75 × 0.75 m subplot in each plot, 

centrally located to avoid edge effects. The first survey was conducted in September 2012 two 

months after natural colonization began following removal of the landscape fabric. Percent cover 

for all vascular plant species, both planted and non-planted, was recorded. The second survey 

occurred two years later in September of 2014. An additional survey conducted in June of 2014 

was used to inform trait data collection (described below), but was not used to calculate 

community composition. Each survey entailed three researchers searching within the subplot 

area for all rooted vascular plants (and also non-rooted vines) before jointly estimating the total 

percent cover of each species. Plots usually exceeded 100% cover due to canopy overlap 

between species.  

Trait data 

 Specific leaf area (SLA) data were collected in July of 2014, immediately following the 

June cover survey. In each plot, we selected species in descending order of percent cover until 

80% of the relative cover of that plot from the July 2014 survey was accounted for (Pérez-

Harguindeguy et al. 2013). Then, we selected ten leaves in each plot by cycling through its 

species list in descending order of cover. For instance, if six species accounted for >80% of the 

relative cover, two leaves were selected for each of the four most abundant species, and one leaf 

for each of the remaining two species. Thus, when a species accounted for a large portion of the 

relative cover of a plot, it would have high replication of sampling within that plot (max. five 
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leaves per species per plot), while plots with high evenness would have less replication of any 

single species, but a better representative sample of the central tendency of SLA in that plot. 

Leaves within-species were chosen randomly from within the plot, but an effort was made not to 

sample from the same ramet when a species was sampled multiple times. In total, 2590 leaves 

were sampled across the experiment (on average 4.5 species were selected per plot). 

 We measured height in September 2014 immediately following the cover survey in the 

same month. Similar to SLA, we selected species in descending order of percent cover until 80% 

of the relative cover was accounted for. Then the tallest individual, not including reproductive 

structures, was identified and we measured the distance between the ground and the tallest 

vegetative portion of the plant as it stood naturally. Because the variable of interest was a species 

height potential in a given plot, we did not replicate species measurements within a plot. This 

resulted in 1124 individuals being measured with an average of 4.3 species per plot.  

 Seed mass data were acquired from Royal Botanic Gardens Kew (2016) for the most 

common species in the experiment. Where multiple weights were reported, we took the mean 

value from all sources reported; Scutellaria integrifolia and Solidago pinetorum were not present 

in the database, so we selected the value of their nearest phylogenetic neighbor (Scutellaria 

incana and Solidago juncea, respectively). Because these data were not collected locally, we 

were unable to estimate within-species variation. However, seed mass variability may not be 

important as several studies suggest that within-species means of seed mass are not variable 

across environments (Violle et al. 2009, Kazakou et al. 2014). Seed mass values were log 

transformed at the species level to normalize the data as they ranged across four orders of 

magnitude. 
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 Community weighted means (CWM) were calculated using species means for each trait 

at two time points, September 2012 and September 2014. A CWM was calculated as: 

𝐶𝑊𝑀 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑁𝑠𝑝
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖    

where Nsp is the number of species within a plot with a mean trait value in the dataset, pi is the 

abundance of species, i, in the plot relative to the total abundance of Nsp, and xi is the species 

trait values. SLA and height trait values took on two values for xi: a specific mean representing 

the mean value of a species within each plot (i.e. within-species variation between plots) and a 

species level value calculated at the experiment level (i.e. no within-species variation between 

plots). For SLA, we used the experiment-wide mean for the species level value. For maximum 

height, we used the 90th quantile value of a species’ experiment-wide measurements as 

maximum height represents a species genetic potential to allocate resources towards structural 

investments required for height. Therefore, the upper end of a species distribution is more 

representative of its height potential within the study system. Seed mass was only available as a 

species mean, so no plot specific value was calculated. Following Lepš et al. (2011), we refer to 

CWMs calculated using plot level species trait means as specific CWM and the CWMs 

calculated using experiment-wide species trait means as among-species CWM (i.e. only variation 

resulting from species turnover). Because specific CWMs incorporate variability arising from 

between and within-species variability, the difference between specific CWM and among-

species CWM in each plot is the relative contribution of within-species variation. Only among-

species CWMs were available for seed mass analyses. 

Statistical analyses 

 All data were analyzed using the R programming environment version 3.2.2 (R Core 

Team 2015). At two time points, September 2012 and September 2014, we used ANOVAs to test 
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the effects of three categorical variables on among-species CWMs: initial species richness, soil 

resource supply, and enemy access. To account for spatial heterogeneity within the study, 

experimental blocks were included in all models as fixed effects. Differences between the three 

initial diversity levels were tested using a post-hoc Tukey HSD test in the lsmeans package 

(Lenth and Hervé 2015). In order to determine the relative strengths of the experimental 

treatments relative to one another and the block effects, we used variance partitioning to separate 

the total variation explained by the models into variation explained by individual effects within 

each model.  Because we expected colonization to be the dominant process in the initial growing 

season, analyses of 2012 data used only non-planted species to calculate among-species CWMs 

for maximum height, SLA, and seed mass. This was done because the planted species had 

natural dispersal and establishment limitations overridden by the planting treatment, so should 

instead be viewed as sources of asymmetric competitive pressure on new colonists. We repeated 

this analysis in 2014 using only non-planted species for comparison, but because we expected 

effects of competition between all species, planted and non-planted, to have manifested, we also 

performed the analyses using all species.  

 The contributions of among-species and within-species variation to specific CWMs could 

only be determined for 2014 SLA and height trait data, which is when they were collected. To 

test the relative contributions of among-species and within-species trait variation in 2014, we 

followed the approach employed by Lepš et al. (2011). This approach involves conducting 

ANOVAs on the three component CWMs: specific, among-species, and within-species, in 

response to the environmental treatments. The effect of each predictor from each ANOVA can 

be decomposed to their component sum of squares (SS). These decompositions can then be 

applied across the three models such that, SSspecific = SSamong-species + SSwithin-species + SScov, where 
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SScov represents the covariation between among-species and within-species variation. SScov will 

be positive where treatments have the same effect on among-species and within-species 

variation, but can also take on negative values if the directionality differs between the two 

sources of variation. 

 

Results 

 Soil resource supply and enemy access did not influence non-planted community trait 

dynamics in 2012 (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1). Higher initial plant diversity led to higher seed mass of 

non-planted species in monocultures and polycultures relative to blank plots, while monocultures 

and polycultures did not differ statistically (P < 0.001, P <0.0001, P = 0.09, respectively; Figure 

3.1, Table 3.4). Higher initial plant diversity led to higher maximum height of non-planted 

species in polycultures relative to blank plots and monoculture (P <0.05, P <0.01, respectively), 

while monocultures and blanks did not differ significantly (P = 0.58; Figure 3.1, Table 3.4). 

Non-planted SLA was not influenced by initial plant diversity (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1). This 

highlights that post-disturbance community assembly is shaped by established vegetation and not 

soil resource supply or enemy access. 

  Initial plant diversity had similar effects in 2014 on non-planted seed mass and height 

CWMs (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2), but these effects were weaker, and only polycultures showed 

significant differences from the other planting treatments (Table 3.4); non-planted SLA did not 

vary with initial plant diversity. When planted species were included, the observed effect on seed 

mass and height was no longer evident (Figure 3.3, Table 3.3), but polycultures had lower SLA 

than blanks or monocultures indicating a persistent priority effect (Table 3.4). Soil resource 

supply had a strong effect on seed mass and maximum height, with fertilized plots having 
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significantly higher CWMs for both in non-planted CWMs (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2), and when all 

species were included (Figure 3.3, Table 3.3). There was no observed effect on SLA. Sprayed 

plots had significantly lower SLA among non-planted species, but did not impact seed mass or 

height (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). When all species were included, spraying still reduced community 

SLA but explained more variation indicating a stronger effect size (Figure 3.3, Table 3.3). 

Spraying also reduced community seed mass with all plants included, but had no effect on height 

via among-species variation. 

Intraspecific variation  

 Among-species variation accounted for 44% of the total variation of maximum height 

observed among plots, and within-species variation accounted for another 36%, with the 

remaining 20% being accounted for covariation between the two (Table 3.5). Initial plant 

diversity did not explain a significant amount of variation (P = 0.63). Soil resource significantly 

influenced maximum height (P < 0.001) via both among-species (P < 0.001) and within-species 

variation (P < 0.001). Enemy access had a significant, positive effect on maximum height (P < 

0.001), but this was driven by within-species variation (P < 0.001) and not among-species 

variation (P = 0.48), explaining why it was not evident in the previous analyses. Overall, the 

experimental treatments explained 15.6% of the observed variation in height, and the blocking 

variable explained an additional 25%, potentially indicating a pronounced role of one or more 

unmeasured environmental gradients controlling species height across the experimental area. 

 Among-species variation accounted for 40.3% of the total observed variation of SLA, 

within-species variation explained 63.1%, and there was a small amount (-3.4%) of negative 

covariation between the two (Table 3.5).  Initial plant diversity had a significant, negative effect 

on SLA via among-species variation (P < 0.0001), but had no effect on specific variation (P = 
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0.10) due to negative covariance between among-species and within-species variation. This 

indicates that higher planting diversity had higher abundances of lower SLA species, but some 

species tended to have individuals with higher SLA than their species mean. Soil resource supply 

did not affect species SLA (P = 0.41). Enemy access led to decreased SLA in sprayed plots (P 

<0.0001), and this was driven by among-species (P < 0.0001) and not within-species variation (P 

= 0.29). The experimental blocks explained a significant portion of the observed variation of 

both among-species (P < 0.0001) and within-species variation (P < 0.0001), but negative 

covariance led to less total variation being explained than the sum of its part (P < 0.0001). 

Overall, a large portion of variation (81.3%) was unexplained by the treatments or the blocks, 

indicating that SLA does not strongly affect species fitness in this system relative to manipulated 

environmental variables. 

 

Discussion 

 Overall, we found evidence for linkages between seed mass and initial planting diversity, 

maximum height and soil resource supply, and SLA and enemy access. This indicates that 

multiple tradeoffs occurred among plant assemblages during succession, which drove 

community heterogeneity across the experiment. Additional trait-treatment linkages (e.g. seed 

mass and soil resource supply) were also found indicating that a suite of traits determine species 

fitness relative to their biotic and abiotic environment (Kraft et al. 2015). Within-species 

variation also responded to the treatments; in fact, the maximum height response to enemy 

access was only apparent from explicitly considering within-species trait variation. Collectively, 

this demonstrates that co-occurring processes contribute to successional states across time and 

species trait information lends process to the observed patterns of change. 
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 In the 2012 sampling period, soil resource supply and enemy access did not influence 

community trait composition of non-planted species, while the initial planting treatment affected 

both seed mass and maximum height of non-planted species. Blank plots, or those without initial 

aboveground competition, were comprised of lower seed mass species relative to planted plots, 

while the difference between monocultures and polycultures was only marginally significant. 

This implies that it was not the species richness of the planting treatment, but rather the presence 

of any established vegetation that drove the response. This, along with the lack of response to 

soil resource supply and enemy access, suggests that light availability is the most strongly 

limiting resource at this early stage of succession. Interestingly, the selection that initial planting 

diversity exerted on the height of species differed between polycultures and monocultures, but 

not monocultures and the blank plots. Maximum height was calculated in 2012 using species 

means from 2014, and, therefore, does not represent actual height of the individuals present, but 

rather the height potential of the species present. This suggests that there was a threshold value 

of diversity that must be reached before increased height potential confers a significant 

advantage to early establishment. This could potentially be due to a sampling effect, where 

polycultures are more likely than monocultures to have a planted species with disproportionate 

effects on colonization dynamics. It does indicate that height and seed mass were driven by 

different niche processes during the colonization phase. 

 The effects of initial planting treatment were still evident amongst non-planted species in 

2014 with polycultures having higher seed mass and height means, though monocultures no 

longer differed significantly from blank plots for seed mass. This reflects that early colonization 

events continue to persist into future years, highlighting that priority effects in post-disturbance 

herbaceous systems may have lasting impacts on community composition. The convergence of 
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seed mass values in blank plots and monocultures may reflect high species turnover early in the 

open blank plots resulting in a rapid drawdown of light penetration (Chase and Leibold 2003) 

and becoming more environmentally similar to monocultures two years later. When planted 

species were included, significant trait differences between planting treatments disappeared. This 

may indicate that our planting treatments overrode colonization limitations of our planted 

species, allowing species that would have been filtered in the colonization phase to establish and 

persist by eliminating early competition. However, SLA was also only observed to decrease with 

increasing initial planting diversity when planted species were included. As all planted species 

were present in the field prior to the start of the experiment, this suggests that low SLA species 

may be poor colonizers, but able competitors when dispersal limitations are overcome. 

 Increased soil resource supply did not affect traits during the colonization phase, but had 

strong, positive effects on seed mass and maximum height for all species in 2014. This is 

consistent with the expectation of reduced soil nutrient limitation promoting increased light 

competition (Hautier et al. 2009). The increase in seed mass in fertilized plots could occur due to 

a rapid initial drawdown in light availability, followed by increased colonization by large-seeded 

species whose seedlings could tolerate low light communities. Therefore, the results support 

previous studies that suggest seedlings are more limited by light drawdown from extant 

vegetation (Manning et al. 2009), than they are limited by soil nutrients (Bergholz et al. 2015). 

This is further supported by the absence of a soil resource supply effect in 2012. If seedling 

establishment was limited by soil nutrients, then increased seed mass would be expected in 

unfertilized plots to increase germinant survival rates. The absence of an SLA response to soil 

resources could be due to insufficient time for filtering based on soil nutrient supply rates 

(Laliberte et al. 2012). This could occur if there is an initial upward shift in SLA as colonists are 
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replaced with competitors, irrespective of whether competition is predominant belowground or 

aboveground.  

 The lack of trait effects in 2012 was unsurprising, given that indirect competitive effects 

arising from top-down regulation may take multiple years to manifest at the community level 

(Allan et al. 2010, Allan and Crawley 2011, Souza et al. 2016). However, enemy access had 

unexpected effects on trait values in 2014. The decrease in community SLA in sprayed plots is 

the opposite effect of what would be anticipated by a competition-defense tradeoff. A 

competition-defense tradeoff posits that species investing in defense mechanisms are prone to 

competitive exclusion if top-down pressure is removed. While this tradeoff is not a general 

paradigm of herbaceous communities (Viola et al. 2010, Lind et al. 2013), it is still peculiar that 

decreased enemy presence would benefit low SLA species. This could occur in this experiment if 

SLA does not confer species in this species pool resistance to insect herbivores or fungal 

pathogens, which the spraying treatment targeted. Alternative advantages of low SLA could be 

deterrence of vertebrate herbivores or increased tolerance to unmeasured abiotic stressors such as 

drought (Jung et al. 2010). The effect was even stronger when planted species were included. 

The two planted aster species, Packera anonyma and Solidago pinetorum, both had relatively 

low SLA values, and also were among the lowest in seed mass of common species in the 

experiment. Together, this could explain decreased community seed mass in sprayed plots. If 

these two species are both enemy limited and have low parental investment per juvenile 

individual, then they may be limited in their ability to establish. Higher susceptibility to 

pathogens among species with rapid life cycles, which low seed mass may indicate, has been 

observed in other taxonomic groups (Johnson et al. 2012). For both planted and non-planted 

species, we generally observed a positive response to spraying among forbs, but either no 
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response or a negative response among grasses (see Chapter 2). Many of our forb species, 

including P. anonyma and S. pinetorum, had SLA values on the lower end of the spectrum. If 

forb species are indeed more regulated by enemies, this could explain the decrease in SLA in 

sprayed plots. 

The significance of within-species trait variation varied between treatments and traits. No 

treatment affected within-species variation of SLA. However, more of the observed trait 

variation across blocks was due to within-species than among-species variation, and they 

covaried negatively suggesting that while among-species variation across blocks caused SLA 

differences, within-species variation mitigated the observed total SLA variation across blocks. 

Larger within-species than among-species variation was also observed in the unexplained 

residual variation of SLA. In sprayed plots, we observed increased within-species height, but not 

among-species height. This contrasts to other studies which have suggested that plant enemies 

may preferentially target fast-growing species (Coley et al. 1985, Stamp 2003), as it indicates 

that insect herbivory and fungal pathogens do not filter communities based on a species’ 

potential height. Rather, enemy reduction may increase within-species height directly by 

decreasing loss of leaves, which fix photosynthate that enables increased growth (Aldea et al. 

2005), decreased susceptibility of taller individuals that are more apparent to enemies 

(Cunningham and Floyd 2006), or indirectly as less aboveground biomass is removed which 

decreases light availability and may cause species to invest more in structural biomass to access 

light (Borer et al. 2014). Within-species variation also contributed to increased vegetative height 

in the fertilized plots. This indicates that species shift resources to aboveground growth as soil 

nutrient limitations are removed 
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 Each process examined in this study of early succession drove variation in multiple trait 

axes, indicating that communities experience multiple filters which select for optimal trait values 

in their constituent species. The five spatial blocks had significant effects on most traits 

measured in this study, which indicates additional unmeasured environmental drivers of 

communities. For SLA and height, the blocks often explained a larger percentage of the observed 

variation than the experimental treatments. This was not true of seed mass, further indicating that 

it captures disturbance responsiveness in this system, which was equal across blocks by design. 

The large residual unexplained variation in seed mass may not be surprising given Widener 

Farm’s anthropogenic history. Fifteen years of mowing prior to the start of the experiment likely 

created a filter for species unable to maintain populations in a system with repeated disturbances 

and may also have selected for species that can develop a persistent seed bank. Given this, 

experimental manipulations may have a limited species pool, and therefore a limited spectrum of 

trait variation, to act upon. Moreover, our experiment was designed to encourage natural 

colonization by leaving intact vegetation in the alleys, providing an immediate seed source. This 

could potentially hasten the shift from light seeded colonizers to heavy seeded, taller 

competitors. 

 Significant shifts in traits were observed over the two year timespan between sampling 

periods, providing evidence for both a shift from colonization to competition dominated 

communities. Additionally, soil resource supply and enemy access created different niche axes 

which created different trait optima in later successional communities. Initial community 

diversity still impacted community trait values in 2014, though the effect appeared to weaken 

relative to the colonization phase. Previous research has shown that initial community 

composition did not impact the compositional outcomes along nitrogen gradients (Inouye and 
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Tilman 1995), and it may take considerably longer to see convergence in trait values within the 

experiment (Laliberte et al. 2012). Nonetheless, the two year period detailed in this study was 

long enough to show a pronounced shift from colonization constraints to competitive niche 

differences as the dominant successional process.  
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Figure 3.1 – Treatment effects on CWM traits of non-planted species in 2012. Boxplots 

show the distribution of the model predictions. Gray points are the raw data. Shared letters 

indicate no significant differences between treatment levels. 
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Figure 3.2– Treatment effects on CWM traits of non-planted species in 2014. Boxplots show 

the distribution of the model predictions. Gray points are the raw data. Shared letters 

indicate no significant differences between treatment levels. 
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Figure 3.3 – Treatment effects on CWM traits of all species (planted and non-planted) in 

2014. Boxplots show the distribution of the model predictions. Gray points are the raw 

data. Shared letters indicate no significant differences between treatment levels. 
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Tables 

 
 

Table 3.1 – Results of ANOVA for non-planted species in 2012. 

 

 df MS F P Adj. R2 

Seed mass (non-planted)     0.09 

  Initial Diversity 2 3.79 13.0 <0.0001 0.08 

  Soil Resources 1 0.31 1.05 0.31 0.00 

  Enemy Access 1 0.40 1.37 0.24 0.00 

  Block 4 0.44 1.51 0.20 0.01 

  Error 251 0.29    

      

Height (non-planted)     0.18 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.084 6.08 <0.01 0.03 

  Soil Resources 1 0.016 1.16 0.28 0.00 

  Enemy Access 1 0.003 0.23 0.63 0.00 

  Block 4 0.178 12.92 <0.0001 0.15 

  Error 251 0.014    

      

SLA (non-planted)     0.42 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.0001 0.26 0.77 0.00 

  Soil Resources 1 0.0010 2.52 0.11 0.00 

  Enemy Access 1 0.0000 0.003 0.96 0.00 

  Block 4 0.0186 48.02 <0.0001 0.42 

  Error 251 0.0004    
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Table 3.2 – Results of two-way ANOVA for non-planted species in 2014. 

 

 df MS F P Adj. R2 

Seed mass (non-planted)     0.20 

  Initial Diversity 2 1.56 7.4 <0.001 0.04 

  Soil Resources 1 7.18 33.94 <0.0001 0.10 

  Enemy Access 1 0.45 2.10 0.15 0.00 

  Block 4 1.23 5.83 <0.001 0.06 

  Error 251 0.21    

      

Height (non-planted)     0.32 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.026 3.73 <0.05 0.01 

  Soil Resources 1 0.17 25.46 <0.0001 0.06 

  Enemy Access 1 0.013 1.92 0.17 0.00 

  Block 4 0.16 23.65 <0.0001 0.24 

  Error 251 0.007    

      

SLA (non-planted)     0.17 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.0006 2.07 0.77 0.01 

  Soil Resources 1 0.0000 0.003 0.11 0.00 

  Enemy Access 1 0.0052 19.75 <0.0001 0.06 

  Block 4 0.0025 9.55 <0.0001 0.11 

  Error 251 0.0003    
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Table 3.3 - Results of two-way ANOVA for all species in 2014. 

 

 df MS F P Adj. R2 

Seed mass (all)     0.27 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.06 0.37 0.69 0.00 

  Soil Resources 1 10.64 70.94 <0.0001 0.20 

  Enemy Access 1 1.78 11.85 <0.001 0.03 

  Block 4 0.73 4.89 <0.001 0.04 

  Error 251 0.15    

      

Height (all)     0.32 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.012 1.85 0.16 0.00 

  Soil Resources 1 0.22 34.43 <0.0001 0.09 

  Enemy Access 1 0.003 0.49 0.48 0.00 

  Block 4 0.14 22.25 <0.0001 0.22 

  Error 251 0.006    

      

SLA (all)     0.29 

  Initial Diversity 2 0.0021 11.99 <0.0001 0.06 

  Soil Resources 1 0.0006 3.62 0.06 0.01 

  Enemy Access 1 0.0085 49.11 <0.0001 0.13 

  Block 4 0.0016 9.25 <0.0001 0.09 

  Error 251 0.0002    
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Table 3.4 – Results of multiple comparisons for diversity treatments and trait responses. Bolded 

values are significant at the P < 0.05 level. Values indicate estimated effect of the first planting 

treatment relative to the second for among-species CWMs and values inside parentheses indicate 

the associated t-statistic. 
 

Non-planted 

2012 
Seed Mass Height SLA 

Blank – 

Monoculture 

 

-0.51 

(-3.91) 

-0.028 

(-1.00) 

 

0.0027 

(0.57) 

Blank – 

Polyculture 

 

-0.66 

(-5.04) 

-0.073 

(-2.58) 

0.0034 

(0.72) 

Monoculture - 

Polyculture 

-0.15 

(-2.12) 
-0.045 

(-2.95) 

0.0007 

(0.28) 

 

Non-planted 

2014 
Seed Mass Height SLA 

Blank – 

Monoculture 

 

-0.12 

(-1.04) 

-0.037 

(-1.87) 

-0.001 

(-0.193) 

Blank – 

Polyculture 

 

-0.31 

(-2.79) 

-0.053 

(-2.63) 

-0.005 

(-1.21) 

Monoculture - 

Polyculture 
-0.20 

(-3.29) 

-0.015 

(1.43) 

-0.004 

(-1.90) 

 

All species 

2014 
Seed Mass Height SLA 

Blank – 

Monoculture 

 

-0.08 

(-0.68) 

-0.033 

(-1.68) 

0.007 

(2.06) 

Blank – 

Polyculture 

 

-0.06 

(-0.79) 

-0.037 

(-1.92) 
0.013 

(4.05) 

Monoculture - 

Polyculture 

0.02 

(0.37) 

-.004 

(-0.45) 
0.006 

(3.73) 
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Table 3.5 – Variance partitioning of between and within-species community weighted means of height and SLA in 2014. Bolded 

values indicate significant differences between treatment levels, except for covariation which could not tested 
 

 Maximum Height Specific Leaf Area 

 Among-

species 

Within-

species 

Covariation Total Among-

species 

Within-

species 

Covariation Total 

Initial Diversity 

 

0.4 0.4 -0.1 0.2 2.6 0.4 -1.6 1.5 

Soil Resources 

 
4.0 1.2 4.4 9.7 0.4 0.2 0.7 1.4 

Enemy Access 

 

0.1 4.8 1.1 5.9 5.4 0.2 2.2 7.9 

Block 

 
10.4 6.9 7.7 25.0 4.1 10.1 -6.2 8.0 

Residuals 

 

29.3 22.3 7.5 59.2 27.7 52.0 1.5 81.3 

Total 44.3 35.7 20.0 100 40.3 63.1 -3.4 100 
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CHAPTER 4 : FUNCTIONAL SHIFTS IN TREE COMMUNITIES ACROSS 

SUCCESSION IN EASTERN DECIDUOUS FORESTS 

 

Introduction 

Disturbance has long been known to be an important process structuring plant 

communities (Pickett and White 1985). Across the eastern deciduous forest (EDF) region, 

disturbances such as wind and fire increase light and soil resources, reduce standing biomass, 

and create a landscape mosaic of different successional stages (White et al. 2011).  At the stand 

level, disturbances beyond a threshold of intensity or frequency can initiate or maintain early 

successional forest structure or composition (Romme et al. 1998; Frelich and Reich 1999; White 

et al. 2011).  Post-disturbance change in species composition, which often varies predictably 

over succession, is a result of different ecological strategies that are reflected in plant functional 

traits related to resource capture, regeneration, and growth (Campetella et al. 2011; Douma et al. 

2012; Latzel et al. 2011; Navas et al. 2010; Raevel et al. 2012). The type of disturbances 

experienced by today’s eastern forests have shifted since European settlement from large, stand 

replacing disturbances to smaller–scale disturbances, resulting in aging forests and loss of early 

successional habitat within the region (White et al. 2011). The ongoing shift in disturbance 

regimes in EDF demands increased attention as to what constitutes early successional habitats 

and their importance in the landscape.  

The increasing availability of species’ trait data allows for greater understanding of the 

distribution of plant traits in early post-disturbance forests, and how these traits change over 

succession. In turn, this provides insight into regeneration strategies, trophic dynamics, and 
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conservation and management strategies for young forests and successional change. The concept 

of relating plant functional strategies to succession goes back at least as far as Grime’s (1977) 

Competitive-Stress Tolerant-Ruderal strategy categories. All three categories apply to our study: 

early successional tree species in EDF generally show ruderal characteristics of rapid growth and 

high dispersal abilities; mid to late successional species may be expected to have both 

competitive and stress-tolerant characteristics such as traits conferring shade tolerance, slow 

growth with expansive canopies, and less investment in traits related to long-range seed 

dispersal. We used three traits to test how species functional strategies differ with time after 

disturbance across eight ecoregions of EDF: seed mass, wood density, and percent leaf nitrogen.   

Variation in seed mass can be linked to tradeoffs in colonization and competition 

(Turnbull et al. 1999).  Smaller, lighter seeds allow an individual to produce a greater number of 

seeds and usually do not require animal dispersal (Leishman et al. 2000).  This is advantageous 

for disturbance dependent species by allowing for a bet-hedging strategy of having the largest 

number of seeds in the largest number of places.  At the other end of the seed-size spectrum, 

seedlings of large seeded species are generally more competitive and stress tolerant, particularly 

in low-light environments; this fits the strategy of late successional species, which often do not 

arrive at sites until canopies have largely closed (Clark and Ibanez 2004).  Seed mass also has a 

well-established, negative correlation with latitude in the northern hemisphere. Two possible 

explanations for this trend in EDF are: 1) larger seeds require longer periods of development, so 

shorter growing seasons in more northerly climates favor small seeds and 2) there are fewer 

vertebrate seed dispersers as latitude increases, lowering the dispersal ability of large seeded 

species (Moles et al. 2007). 
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Wood density also represents a tradeoff between fast growth and stress tolerance or 

competition (Swenson and Enquist 2007).  Lower wood density correlates with higher annual 

growth, but also increases the risk of cavitation, breakage, and susceptibility to fire (Chave et al. 

2009).  Although the relationship may be confounded by conifers, which are adapted to avoid 

cavitation risks at lower wood densities, later successional stands would be predicted to have a 

greater proportion of species with high wood density, as this greater stress tolerance also allows 

for greater maximum height (Swenson and Enquist 2007).  Wood density also has been shown to 

be negatively correlated with latitude and elevation. 

Leaf nitrogen represents a similar tradeoff between faster growth through increased 

photosynthetic capacity and ability to tolerate stressful conditions such as herbivory (Wright et 

al. 2004).  Previous studies have shown a weak, positive relationship between leaf nitrogen and 

latitude (Reich and Oleksyn 2004).  Over time, early post-disturbance stands would be predicted 

to have high percentages of leaf nitrogen, reflecting a colonization strategy of fast growth and 

rapid allocation of resources, while later successional stands would be predicted to have lower 

percent leaf nitrogen that reflects greater allocation to stem growth (competition) and lower 

photosynthetic rates (shade tolerance). Previous studies have failed to find a relationship between 

leaf nitrogen content and succession in tropical forests (Reich et al. 1995, Falster and Westoby 

2005). However, we know of no similar studies conducted in EDF, where nitrogen is more often 

a limiting nutrient. This limitation may result in shifting nitrogen allocation strategies more 

prominently in species of temperate forest compared to those in tropical forests.    

Global latitudinal trends in plant functional traits suggest successional trends in eastern 

deciduous forest could vary over its distinct ecoregions (USDA Forest Service 2004).  Notably, 

EDF grades from west to east from Midwestern prairies, through deciduous forest of the central 
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US, the Appalachian Mountains and Piedmont, to coastal plain evergreen and mixed deciduous 

temperate forest.  From north to south, it ranges from northern mixed conifer and hardwood 

forests of the Laurentian region to pine and mixed hardwood forests of the southern Coastal 

Plain. These ecoregions also vary in climate, soils, disturbance patterns, and biogeographic 

history; these factors can combine to create unique trait compositions in all successional stages 

(Swenson and Weiser 2010). 

We used Forest Inventory and Analysis data (FIA; USDA Forest Service 2013a) to 

investigate the relationship between age of eastern deciduous forests and the selected plant traits 

(seed mass, density, leaf nitrogen) to test the hypotheses that seed mass and wood density 

increase with stand age, while percent leaf nitrogen decreases with stand age.  We also 

hypothesized that, as shown in previous research, seed mass and wood density would decrease, 

and leaf nitrogen increase with latitude. 

 

Methods 

Plot data 

We used 39,569 plots from the Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) database (accessed 

June, 2013) to examine the variation in plant traits over succession. Plots were distributed from 

Minnesota to Louisiana eastward, and represented eastern deciduous forest; only plots with at 

least one dominant deciduous species or clade were used. Only the most recent sampling of a 

plot was used, and we removed plots that did not conform to the standard FIA sampling protocol 

or were missing variables needed in the analysis. We also removed all plots classified as 

wetlands, those showing evidence of artificial regeneration, and those with subplots in non-

forested area or of variable stand age. 
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We used plot stand age, which is approximated in the field based on height and diameter 

of the dominant age class (USDA Forest Service FIA 2013b), as a proxy for successional stage; 

plots were categorized as early (0-20 year stand age), intermediate (21-80 year) or late (81 year 

or older).  Each plot also was assigned to one of eight ecoregions within Bailey’s ecoregion 

classification (USDA Forest Service 2004) based on plot latitude and longitude (Figure 4.1). 

Although plots have their coordinates fuzzed to protect the plot location, the degree of fuzzing 

(typically within 0.5 miles) is unlikely to cause significant shifts in the ecoregion designation.  

Although the Prairie Division extends to the Gulf of Mexico, plots from this ecoregion in our 

dataset were found no further south than Missouri. Abundance was calculated for each species in 

each plot based on stem counts.  Trait data were acquired from Swenson and Weiser (2010), and 

supplemented from the literature (see Appendix A).  The trait data provide species’ means of 

wood density (dry mass divided by green mass in g/cm3), seed mass (average mass of one seed in 

mg), and leaf nitrogen (percent nitrogen of dry matter). Trait scores for each plot are the 

abundance-weighted means for species present in that plot. A genus level mean was used when 

trees were identified only to genus, and plots containing species not in the trait database were 

excluded from analysis. Seed mass was log-transformed to normalize the overall species trait 

distribution. Plots with stand age over 120 years were omitted to avoid a low number of older 

plots driving the results. 

 

 

Statistical analysis 

Linear regression was used to examine plot trait scores relative to stand age; these 

regressions were calculated independently for each ecoregion.  With ecoregions combined, 
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multiple regression was used to examine how 1) latitude and stand age, and 2) ecoregion and 

stand age, predict plot trait scores.  All models were compared using Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) and r2 values.  All analyses were run using R v. 2.15.3 (R Core Team 2013). 

Figures were created using the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009).  A map of seed mass scores 

for each plot within each successional category (early, intermediate, late) and each ecoregion 

was generated in ArcGIS (v. 10.1) to display the range of values within stand age categories and 

ecoregions. 

 

Results 

 Seed mass was positively correlated with stand age in all eight ecoregions (Figure 4.2).  

Stand age described 22% of the plot-to-plot variation in mean log seed mass for the Warm 

Continental Division (WCD), and over 10% for three other ecoregions (Table 4.1).  In addition, 

the regression line intercept of log seed mass (mg) was 0.03 in the WCD, compared to the next 

lowest of 0.83 in the Warm Continental Mountain Region and the maximum of 1.66 in the 

Subtropical Division (Figures 4.2, 4.3).  The WCD also had the second highest regression line 

slope, which suggests strongest increase in seed mass over succession in this ecoregion. Multiple 

regression showed that adding stand age to a linear model with either latitude or ecoregion as 

predictors improved the model fit for predicting seed mass, with ecoregion performing better 

than latitude (Table 4.2).  

Wood density was positively correlated with stand age in seven of the eight ecoregions; only the 

Savannah Division lacked a significant relationship (Figure 4.2).  WCD again displayed the 

highest correlation between wood density and stand age (r2=0.17; Table 4.1); no other ecoregion 

had an r2 greater than 0.10, and five of the eight were less than 0.05.  WCD also had the lowest 
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regression line intercept and highest slope.  Multiple regression showed that adding stand age to 

a linear model with either latitude or ecoregion as predictors improved the model fit for 

predicting wood density, although the model with latitude performed better than that with 

ecoregion (Table 4.2). 

Leaf nitrogen was negatively correlated with stand age in four ecoregions, positively 

correlated in three ecoregions, and displayed no significant relationship in the Warm Continental 

Division Mountains (Figure 4.2).  The Savannah Division had the strongest relationship (r2 = 

0.11; Table 4.1), though this appears to be driven by a small number of early successional plots 

with high nitrogen values and should be interpreted cautiously.  The Hot Continental Regime 

Mountains was the only other ecoregion with an r2 higher than 0.05.  The regression intercept 

varied among ecoregions, indicating regional differences in percent leaf nitrogen, but these 

differences appear independent of stand age.  Multiple regression showed that ecoregion was a 

stronger predictor than latitude for leaf nitrogen (Table 4.2).  Although adding stand age 

improved model fit according to AIC, the improvement in r2 was negligible.  Leaf nitrogen was 

observed to have the highest intercept in mid-latitude ecoregions (Table 4.1); including a 

quadratic term for latitude in the post-hoc multiple regressions improved model fit substantially, 

but ecoregion remained a stronger fit (Table 4.2). 

 

 

Discussion 

 Seed mass increased with stand age in all EDF ecoregions, supporting our hypothesis.  

The strongest correlation was observed in the Warm Continental Division (WCD), which 

extends from northern Minnesota eastward to northern Michigan and covers northern sections of 
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New England.  The low regression intercept value and high slope indicate that the higher 

correlation in this ecoregion is driven by a higher proportion of early successional plots with low 

seed mass species rather than higher seed mass in late successional plots.  Typical early 

successional species in this zone include Populus tremuloides and Betula papyrifera, which are 

among the smallest seeded species in the dataset.  Additionally, although conifer dominated plots 

were excluded from the analysis, many early successional plots could have a strong presence of 

Pinus and Abies species, which are lower in the seed mass spectrum.  Smaller seeded species 

represent a shift toward increased numbers of seeds produced at the expense of seedling 

viability.  Additionally, smaller seeds are more likely to rely on chance processes such as wind or 

water dispersal, which could be either an advantage or disadvantage depending on the 

availability of animal dispersers. This allows for a greater number of seeds in a greater number 

of areas, which would benefit disturbance dependent species.  Additionally, smaller seeds are 

more easily worked into the soil, allowing longer persistence (Leishman et al. 2000) and perhaps 

greater survival following fire due to increased insulation. 

The trend of increasing seed mass with time since disturbance may become weaker as 

one moves south over EDF ecoregions for several reasons.  First, succession is observed to occur 

more rapidly as one moves south (Wright and Fridley 2010); this may be due in part to large 

seeded species, such as those in the Fagaceae family, establishing more quickly in younger 

plots.  Second, very light seeded species may have low seedling establishment or be outcompeted 

by more shade tolerant seedlings of larger-seeded species in the denser vegetation of early post-

disturbance southern forests.  Typical early successional species at lower latitudes include 

Liriodendron tulipifera, Pinus taeda, and Diospyros virginiana which occur in the mid to upper 

range of seed mass.  Several of these are animal dispersed and P. taeda relies on wind dispersal.  
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Thus, seed mass and dispersal strategies in lower latitudes may be more equal across 

successional communities.  In addition, Subtropical Division plots may include longleaf pine 

communities which have a more consistent species composition of Pinus palustris and Quercus 

species across successional stages, obscuring potential trends in seed mass over time. Weaker 

relationships between seed mass and stand age in the Warm and Hot Mountain Regimes may 

also be attributable to heavier seeded early successional species such as Prunus pensylvanica and 

Acer negundo, persistent conifer presence in late successional plots, and earlier establishment of 

heavy seeded species such as Quercus montana and Tilia americana. 

 The Warm Continental Division showed the strongest positive relationship between stand 

age and wood density.  All other regions displayed either a weak correlation or no correlation. As 

with seed mass, the relationship between wood density and stand age in WCD has a low 

intercept and higher slope.  The shorter growing season at higher latitudes may favor colonizing 

species that can gain diameter, and therefore height, rapidly.  Although high wood density 

species may be able to persist from year to year as saplings, severe disturbances that reset 

successional age can prevent their reestablishment as trees for some time.  At lower latitudes, 

with longer growing seasons, the time required for a high wood density species to reach the sub-

canopy or canopy may become short enough to obscure differences over stand age. 

Moving south from the WCD, the trend of increasing wood density with stand age is still 

weakly evident in the mid-latitude ecoregions, Hot Continental Division and Hot Continental 

Regime Mountains, but interestingly is completely absent in the Prairie Division.  Historically 

higher fire frequency in this region could have selected against lighter wood densities, which 

may be more prone to girdling from fire.  Fire adaptation could also lead to increasing seed mass 

with stand age for the Prairie Division as older stands may have been without fire long enough to 
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select for larger seeded species. Overall, however, the stronger relationship between latitude and 

wood density suggests temperature and growing season are the main drivers of wood density in 

early post-disturbance forests. 

 The absence of a relationship between stand age and leaf nitrogen mirrors results of 

similar studies in tropical forests (Reich et al. 1995, Falster and Westoby 2005) and does not 

support our hypothesis that the EDF’s more nitrogen limited soil might increasingly constrain 

leaf nitrogen content and photosynthetic capacity over time. This result also contradicts Grime’s 

classic CSR model, which predicts that disturbance adapted species acquire resources relatively 

rapidly for fast growth and early reproduction. It is possible, however, that a pattern of higher 

leaf nitrogen in the earliest periods of succession could be masked over a 120 year timespan 

(Reich et al. 1995), or that species level traits do not account for intraspecific plasticity that may 

differentiate communities. 

 The hump shaped distribution of leaf nitrogen across latitude in EDF was driven by mid-

latitude ecoregions (HCD, HCRM, and PD) having higher average leaf nitrogen values and may 

reflect higher soil fertility in these regions.  Ordonez (2009) demonstrated that leaf nitrogen 

content correlates with several metrics of soil fertility.  However, the high leaf nitrogen values of 

the Hot Continental Mountains Regime, which follows the Appalachians from Pennsylvania 

down to northern Alabama and is characterized by highly weathered, nutrient poor Ultisols 

contradict this relationship. Higher leaf nitrogen plots in this ecoregion appears to be driven by 

high leaf nitrogen species both early (e.g. P. pensylvanica) and late (e.g. Acer saccharum, Tilia 

americana) in succession. 
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Conclusion 

 The pattern of increasing seed mass and wood density with stand age supports a 

ruderal/colonization – competition/stress tradeoff, or shift from light-seeded, fast-growing trees 

to heavier-seeded, slower-growing species over succession. However, we also found evidence 

for an interactive effect of geography and stand age in relation to functional ecology of tree 

species.  Seed mass was most geographically consistent in responding to stand age, though the 

relationship was stronger at higher latitudes.  Wood density was strongly influenced by stand age 

only at northern latitudes, and was not related to age in regions with higher historic fire 

frequency or at lower latitudes.  Although leaf nitrogen was strongly tied to ecoregion, the lack 

of a relationship with stand age is perplexing given the importance of leaf physiology to 

herbivory defense, resource acquisition, and allocation.  Future investigation of the relationship 

of other leaf traits, such as C:N, photosynthetic capacity, or specific leaf area, with stand age, 

especially in the southern EDF, where we did not detect strong successional trait differences 

could yield more compelling results. 

 This demonstration of variation in traits across EDF and succession has important 

conservation and management implications.  In combination with species composition, 

functional differences provide a more complete picture of forest diversity and structure.  Further, 

functional traits provide linkages among ecosystem components; for example, seed size impacts 

dispersers, while wood density and leaf traits can affect decomposition, nutrient cycling, and 

herbivory.  Our analysis indicates that early, post-disturbance forests harbor a unique 

combination of functional traits related to plant dispersal and growth.  Further, a shift in plant 

traits over succession indicates that disturbance creates a mosaic of forest stand ages which is 

important for maximizing not just species diversity, but functional diversity as well.   
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Table 4.1 - Plot trait scores versus stand age by ecoregion – Linear models for trait scores versus stand age for all eight ecoregions. 

Models are best interpreted using r2 as low p-values are driven by the large number of plots used in most ecoregions. 

Seed mass        

Ecoregion r2 Intercept Slope Std. Err. p-value t value Number of plots 

Hot Continental Division 0.095 1.34 0.010 2.7E-4 <0.0001 38.6 14091 

Hot Continental Mountains 0.048 1.58 0.006 4.3E-4 <0.0001 14.0 3868 

Prairie Division 0.11 1.20 0.013 9.6E-4 <0.0001 13.9 1564 

Savanna Division 0.15 0.93 0.022 7.4E-3 <0.01 2.91 49 

Subtropical Division 0.041 1.66 0.005 2.4E-4 <0.0001 19.3 8578 

Subtropical Mountains 0.18 1.48 0.011 1.7E-3 <0.0001 14.3 183 

Warm Continental Division 0.22 0.03 0.016 3.1E-4 <0.0001 50.5 9033 

Warm Continental Mountains 0.053 0.83 0.006 5.2E-4 <0.0001 11.1 2203 

Wood density        

Ecoregion r2 Intercept Slope Std. Err. p-value t value Number of plots 

Hot Continental Division 0.066 0.49 6.7E-4 2.1E-5 <0.0001 31.6 14091 

Hot Continental Mountains 0.053 0.51 4.9E-4 3.3E-5 <0.0001 14.7 3868 

Prairie Division 0.011 0.51 3.5E-4 8.5E-5 <0.0001 4.08 1564 

Savanna Division 1.4E-4 0.53 -5.7E-5 7.1E-4 0.94 -0.081 49 

Subtropical Division 0.025 0.51 3.2E-4 2.1E-5 <0.0001 14.8 8578 

Subtropical Mountains 0.045 0.53 3.7E-4 1.3E-4 <0.0001 2.92 183 

Warm Continental Division 0.17 0.39 1.1E-3 2.6E-5 <0.0001 43.2 9033 

Warm Continental Mountains 0.047 0.46 5.3E-4 5.1E-5 <0.0001 10.5 2203 

Leaf Nitrogen        

Ecoregion r2 Intercept Slope Std. Err. p-value t value Number of plots 

Hot Continental Division 0.016 2.11 -0.0015 1.0E-4 <0.0001 -14.9 14091 

Hot Continental Mountains 0.062 2.08 -0.0025 1.6E-4 <0.0001 -15.9 3868 

Prairie Division 0.014 2.31 -0.0013 2.8E-4 <0.0001 -4.63 1564 

Savanna Division 0.11 1.64 -0.0058 0.0024 <0.05 -2.46 49 

Subtropical Division 0.028 1.63 0.0017 1.1E-4 <0.0001 15.6 8578 

Subtropical Mountains 0.042 1.67 0.0018 6.2E-4 <0.01 2.82 183 

Warm Continental Division 0.0011 1.87 3.0E-4 9.7E-5 <0.01 3.13 9033 

Warm Continental Mountains 7.5E-4 1.84 2.7E-4 2.1E-4 0.20 1.29 2203 
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Table 4.2 – Linear and multiple regressions by trait scores – Linear and multiple regressions predicting trait scores.  AIC and r2 were 

used to inform model selection.  Models best fitting the data in the most parsimonious manner are in italics. 

 

Seed mass       

Model r2 AIC Std. Error p-value F-statistic df 

Latitude 0.22 89981 0.754 <0.0001 10861.7 1 / 39567 

Ecoregion 0.20 87612 0.732 <0.0001 1998.1 7 / 39561 

Latitude + Stand age 0.32 84475 0.704 <0.0001 9196.4 2 / 39566 

Ecoregion + Stand age 0.34 83228 0.693 <0.0001 2533.0 8 / 39560 

Wood density       

Model r2 AIC Std. Error p-value F-statistic df 

Latitude 0.19 -109905 0.0603 <0.0001 9137.1 1 / 39567 

Ecoregion 0.20 -110301 0.0600 <0.0001 1382.5 7 / 39561 

Latitude + Stand age 0.28 -114400 0.0570 <0.0001 7519.8 2 / 39566 

Ecoregion + Stand age 0.26 -113305 0.0578 <0.0001 1695.4 8 / 39560 

Leaf Nitrogen       

Model r2 AIC Std. Error p-value F-statistic df 

Latitude 0.067 10705 0.277 <0.0001 2843.6 1 / 39567 

Latitude (quadratic) 0.19 5113 0.258 <0.0001 4641.9 2 / 39566 

Ecoregion 0.22 3870 0.254 <0.0001 1550.6 7 / 39561 

Latitude + stand age 0.068 10676 0.276 <0.0001 1438.0 2 / 39566 

Ecoregion + stand age 0.22 3852 0.254 <0.0001 1359.9 8 / 39560 

Latitude (quadratic) + stand age 0.19 5010 0.258 <0.0001 3136.8 3 / 39565 
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Figure 4.1 – Bailey’s ecoregions.  The eight divisions of Bailey’s ecoregions used in the analyses 
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Figure 4.2– Plot trait scores versus stand age by ecoregion – Each point represents the 

abundance weighted trait mean of all species within a plot 
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Figure 4.3 - Geographic distribution of seed mass across different successional stages.  Average 

per-plot seed mass (mg) in early (<20yr), middle (21-80) and late (>80) successional forests.  

Dark lines are Bailey’s ecoregions (USDS Forest Service 2004).  
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CHAPTER 5 : REGIONAL RECRUITMENT PROCESSES IN POST-

DISTURBANCE TEMPERATE FORESTS: FUNCTIONAL TRAITS REVEAL 

CONTINENTAL-SCALE VARIABILITY 

 

Introduction 

Disturbances are ubiquitous across ecological systems and promote species coexistence 

by altering resource availability across space and time (Pickett and White 1985). Gaining a 

clearer understanding of the underlying mechanisms controlling species’ responses to 

disturbance is therefore critical to understanding large-scale spatial and temporal diversity 

patterns. Broadly, disturbances temporarily increase resource availability due to mortality of 

individuals that were previously prominent in resource drawdown. This increased resource 

availability allows disturbance-dependent species to colonize and establish in areas previously 

dominated by species tolerant of low resource availability (Bazzaz 1979, Niinemets and 

Valladares 2006). As landscapes develop a patchwork of recently disturbed and undisturbed 

areas, species sort across the landscape due to ecological tradeoffs. Often, tradeoff axes are 

expressed phenotypically by measurable functional trait characteristics (Webb et al. 2010). By 

recasting functional groups in terms of functional trait characteristics, more mechanistic 

inferences can be made on the processes underlying community responses to disturbance 

(Lavorel and Garnier 2002). Moreover, while a set of fundamental traits may separate 

disturbance-dependent species from others, environmental gradients and biogeographic history 

may constrain or cause additional trait variation between species in how they respond to 

disturbance or its absence (Díaz et al. 1999). Classifying and monitoring the functional traits that 
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are responsive to disturbance in different climatic and edaphic conditions should therefore clarify 

the mechanisms controlling species’ temporal niches across physiographic regions.  

In mature forest communities, light is generally the predominant limiting resource as 

mature trees form a closed canopy, reducing light at the ground level by as much as 99% 

(Canham et al. 1994). Such highly asymmetric light competition limits the performance of 

seedlings and saplings, and forest disturbances that remove tree biomass may therefore promote 

species diversity across landscapes by increasing access to light and promoting the recruitment 

of disturbance-dependent species (White et al. 2011). Because of this, disturbance is often 

viewed as a process that resets communities to earlier successional states (White et al. 2011, 

King and Schlossberg 2014).  Examining successional gradients through a functional trait lens 

using chronosequence approaches has gained increasing attention. In eastern deciduous forests of 

the US, community seed mass and wood density of adult trees increase with stand age in 

northerly regions, but are independent of stand age in southerly regions (Wilfahrt et al. 2014).  In 

tropical forests, early successional communities favor species with stress tolerant traits as open 

canopies cause drought conditions that select for resource conservation traits (Buzzard et al. 

2015), while in wet forests, where water is not limiting, young forests favor species with traits 

that enable rapid resource acquisition (Lohbeck et al. 2013, Craven et al. 2015). Increased light 

availability may also lower species recruitment success in temperate forests if light leads to 

changes in soil properties such as decreased soil moisture, indirectly creating harsh abiotic 

conditions that exceed the direct benefit a seedling gains from increased light availability (Ibáñez 

and McCarthy-Neumann 2014). This highlights that while functional traits of tree communities 

respond to changing light availability along successional gradients, there are further sources of 

trait variation contingent on other abiotic conditions. 
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Despite recent attention to successional-gradient trait patterns, few studies have explicitly 

evaluated post-disturbance forest communities in the context of traits. Those that have focus on 

extant adult tree individuals (Schamp and Aarssen 2009, Wonkka et al. 2013, Giehl and 

Jarenkow 2015, Wilfahrt et al. 2016), which likely reveal traits that confer tolerance to 

disturbance as opposed to those that promote recruitment after a disturbance event. As such, the 

trait composition of juvenile individuals in post-disturbance communities may be more 

indicative of future community composition of older trees (Pacala et al. 1996, Umaña et al. 

2015). Six functional traits thought to inform post-disturbance recruitment are seed mass, wood 

density, leaf nitrogen content, maximum height, shade tolerance, and drought tolerance. These 

traits are proxies for ecological tradeoff axes such as dispersal strategy (seed mass; Leishman et 

al. 2000), stress tolerance (drought tolerance, shade tolerance, wood density; Niinemets and 

Valladares 2006, Chave et al. 2009), resource capture (maximum height, shade tolerance, leaf 

nitrogen; Wright et al. 2004, Falster and Westoby 2005, Niinemets and Valladares 2006), and 

growth potential (wood density, maximum height; Falster and Westoby 2005, Chave et al. 2009). 

In addition to capturing post-disturbance recruitment dynamics, these axes indicate seedling 

fitness at different stages of forest succession due to differing resource environments. Post-

disturbance communities should favor good dispersers and resource competitors when climatic 

conditions are favorable, where undisturbed forests in later stages of succession should 

increasingly favor traits that confer tolerance to low light conditions and resource conservatism 

(Rees et al. 2001). 

 A commonality across various forms of forest disturbance is the reduction in 

aboveground biomass (Lorimer 1980, Peet 1981). Properties of disturbance in relation to 

biomass loss will also impact trait responses. As the severity of disturbance increases and more 
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biomass is lost, the magnitude of trait responses should increase as more of the seedling 

community is affected and the canopy gap takes longer to close (Runkle 1985). The amount of 

aboveground biomass in the system is a structural character of successional stage (Lichstein et al. 

2009) and may thus be viewed as a proxy for time since last disturbance. Therefore, communities 

with high initial biomass should generally indicate mid- to late-successional stands with seedling 

communities adapted to low light conditions, resulting in higher potential to see larger trait shifts 

in seedling communities following disturbance. Conversely, stands that are undisturbed may 

experience the most rapid trait turnover in earlier successional communities (i.e. low initial 

biomass) due to a rapidly changing resource environment (Reich et al. 1995). 

This study makes use of a continental-scale tree database with repeated surveys of 

permanent plots in the eastern temperate forests (ETF) of the US to reveal patterns of tree 

functional traits in response to forest disturbances. This removes uncertainty arising from 

chronosequence approaches that cannot control for site contingencies and allows for examination 

across large geographic gradients. Previous studies of disturbance-trait relationships have been 

conducted predominantly in the tropics, and it is unclear how conclusions from those studies 

apply to temperate systems, given differences in biogeographic histories (Wiens and Donoghue 

2004), dominant assembly processes (Myers et al. 2013), and functional diversity constraints 

imposed by climate (Swenson et al. 2012).  

In this paper, I ask three questions. 1) Do fundamental trait shifts occur in post-

disturbance seedling communities across ETF and how do they compare to seedling community 

trait shifts in undisturbed communities? 2) Do disturbance properties such as severity and time 

since last disturbance affect observed trait shifts? 3) Do patterns of trait shifts in response to 
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disturbance vary across ecological provinces within the study system and do climatic gradients 

correlate with these patterns?  

 

Methods 

Forest Inventory and Analysis plot data 

 I used the US Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis database to analyze seedling 

trait shifts in resampled permanent forest plots. Seedlings are defined within the database as all 

individuals taller than 30.48cm (15.24cm for gymnosperms) to individuals with a diameter at 

breast height of less than 2.54cm. All plots used had no record of logging since their 

establishment, were categorized as forested, and used the phase two sampling design which 

includes seedling microplots (2.07m radius, just off center of each subplot); subplots (7.32m 

radius, separated by 36.6m from other subplots) without seedling data for two sampling periods 

were omitted from analysis (“Forest Inventory and Analysis Database v.4.0” 2013). Plots were 

separated into their four constituent subplots for the purposes of the analysis so as to maximize 

the likelihood that observed changes in tree biomass at the subplot level were linked to changes 

in the nested seedling microplots by being recorded in the same area. A subplot was categorized 

as either ‘disturbed’ if it had experienced a net loss in basal area of saplings (2.54cm to 12.7cm 

DBH; sampled in microplot) and adult trees (>12.7cm DBH; sampled in subplot) in between 

sampling periods, and otherwise ‘undisturbed’.  Subplots were sampled from all forest 

biogeographic provinces of the eastern US, while omitting the subtropical provinces of the 

prairie park region and the everglades (Figure 5.1). This resulted in 111,146 subplots, with 

88,164 classified as undisturbed, and 22,982 classified as disturbed. 75% of all subplots (84,477 

subplots) were resampled five years after the first sampling date, and the remaining subplots 
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were resampled 1 to 15 years after the first sampling date (> 95% of subplots were resampled 

within 8 years). 

Trait data 

Trait data herein represents species-level means of the six continuous quantitative traits: 

seed mass, wood density, leaf nitrogen content, maximum height, shade tolerance, and drought 

tolerance. The four physiological traits were compiled from literature sources and publically 

available trait databases (for further information and access to trait data, see Coyle et al. (2014) 

for leaf nitrogen content, seed mass, and wood density; and Swenson and Weiser (2010) for 

maximum height data).  The drought and shade tolerance indices are continuous metrics ranging 

from 1 (intolerant) to 5 (tolerant) and were provided in Russell et al. (2014; adapted from 

Niinemets and Valladares 2006). Missing species data were estimated using genus-level means 

from the dataset. Seed mass was log transformed as it spanned five orders of magnitude. All 

traits were centered on zero and standardized to have a standard deviation of 1 at the species 

level in order to make effect sizes comparable between traits. 

Seedling counts by species were used to create regional weighted means (RWM) based 

on ecological subsections (herein referred to as regions, which are subsections of the 

aforementioned provinces) of eastern US forests as described by McNab et al. (2005). RWMs 

were computed for disturbed and undisturbed subplots by aggregating the seedling count for 

each species in each subplot of that region and disturbance status and calculating it such that: 

𝑅𝑊𝑀 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑁𝑠𝑝
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖    

where pi is the relative abundance of species i, and xi is the species trait mean of species i. 

Analyses use either the RWMs from the initial sampling periods, or the change in RWM for the 

six traits between sampling periods. RWMs are analogous to commonly calculated community 
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weighted means, but I distinguish RWM here as they are calculated at a regional spatial scale. 

Using RWMs reduces the potential for sampling error that may result from the small spatial 

grain of seedling observation (~13.5m2) by aggregating multiple observations made across the 

region, providing a more accurate estimate of the central tendency of trait shifts within 

environmentally distinct regions. Regions that did not have at least one observation for both 

‘disturbed’ and ‘undisturbed’ were omitted from RWM analysis, resulting in a total of 412 

regions.  

Sensitivity analyses 

The aggregation of subplots masked plot level variables, such as percent basal area 

change, that may be predictive of trait shifts. I used sensitivity analyses to investigate two 

possible subplot-level predictors.  The first predictor is the magnitude of change of basal area, 

used as a proxy for disturbance severity. A small decrease in subplot basal area is more likely to 

occur away from the seedling microplot and any canopy gap that formed may close rapidly. Both 

of these effects may dampen observed disturbance response. On the other hand, a small increase 

in basal area could potentially mask a disturbance, if the increase in basal area of surviving trees 

exceeds the lost basal area of dead trees. The second predictor is the initial basal area of a 

subplot which is used as proxy for time since last disturbance. Higher basal area subplots are 

more likely to have more developed canopies and these subplots are more likely to have filtered 

out seedlings of early successional species, which in turn should magnify the effects of post-

disturbance trait shifts. Therefore, excluding ‘disturbed’ subplots with low initial basal area 

should result in increased effect sizes of RWM trait shifts. Conversely in ‘undisturbed’ subplots, 

the most species turnover may occur in early successional subplots with small amounts of basal 
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area as the canopy shifts from open to closed. Therefore, excluding subplots with high initial 

basal should result in increased effect sizes of RWM trait shifts in undisturbed conditions. 

To evaluate the impact of disturbance severity, disturbance subplots with the smallest 

basal area losses were omitted. Two cutoffs were used for this: removal of subplots in the bottom 

10th and 25th percentile of study-wide basal area loss. Similarly, undisturbed subplots with the 

smallest basal area gains were omitted (again at the 10th and 25th percentile level). Then, RWMs 

were recalculated with these reduced datasets. To understand the effect of time since last 

disturbance, disturbed subplots had subplots with the lowest initial basal areas omitted at the 10th 

and 25th percentile level. Conversely, undisturbed subplots had subplots with the highest initial 

basal area excluded at the 10th and 25th percentile level. Then, RWMs were recalculated with the 

reduced datasets.  Because these reduced datasets resulted in fewer subplots used, some regions 

ceased to have any plot data for one of the two disturbance categories. In such cases, that region 

was omitted from the analysis for both disturbed and undisturbed subplots. Furthermore, since 

RWM analysis was performed over community level data to reduce uncertainty resulting from 

small spatial grain of observation, a sensitivity analysis was performed to determine whether 

regions with few observations influenced the results. To test this, I performed a sensitivity 

analysis that removed regions that relied on fewer than 10 and 25 subplots in either disturbance 

category from the full dataset and recalculated RWMs. 

Climate and province data 

 In order to look for geographic trends in trait response to disturbance, I use two regional 

climate variables, mean annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual temperature (MAT), and a 

hierarchical level of nesting from the McNab et al. (2005) ecoregion descriptions, herein referred 

to as province (Figure 5.1). Climate data were derived from the online PRISM data set (PRISM 
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Climate Group 2015) and represent regional means by intersecting 2.5 arcminute raster data with 

regional spatial polygons using the raster package in R (Hijmans 2015). Both variables were 

centered on zero and standardized to prevent issues of collinearity between intercepts and slopes 

in the statistical models. Provinces were used as grouping variables for their constituent regions 

in order to capture geographic trait tendencies. While climate is likely to be a large part of 

provincial differences, including provinces in models also captures lurking variables such as 

large scale edaphic properties, biogeographic history, and non-measured environmental 

gradients. Due to a low number of constituent regions in montane provinces, they were 

incorporated into their analogous non-montane provinces to ensure model convergence. 

Statistical Analysis 

 All analyses were performed using Bayesian analysis in the JAGS program, through the 

rjags package (Plummer 2015) in the R programming environment (R Core Team 2015). In order 

to test for system-wide trait shifts (i.e. not accounting for disturbance or provincial properties), 

single-level models were fit to a multivariate response of the six traits’ change through time 

(RWM:y), such that: 

𝑦𝑖  ~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(𝜇𝑖, 𝜏) 

𝜏 ~ 𝐼𝑊(𝑄, 𝑆 + 1) 

where yi is an S x 1 matrix (S = # of traits) for each region i, MVN indicates a multivariate 

normal distribution, μi is an S x 1 vector of trait means, and τ is an SxS covariance matrix. The 

multivariate response approach allows the model to account for trait responses that are driven by 

covariance between the trait values by reducing the effective sample size as covariance increases. 

The covariance matrix is an inverse Wishart (IW) distribution with an uninformative prior 

defined by an S x S covariance matrix, Q, and degrees of freedom S + 1. 
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The process model for estimating response μi was defined as:  

𝜇 𝑖 =  𝛽0 ∗ 𝑥0𝑖  +  𝛽1 ∗ 𝑥1𝑖  

where x0 is an n x 1 design matrix, with a 0 for disturbed subplots/ecoregions, 1 for undisturbed 

subplots/ecoregions, and x1 switches the 0s and 1s in x0. This approach was taken instead of 

using an intercept model with a single design matrix for disturbed subplots in order to quantify 

the effects of each disturbance status (disturbed/undisturbed) relative to 0 (no change in trait 

mean) as opposed to relative to one another. An uninformative multivariate normal prior 

distribution was used for the betas. In order to account for disturbance properties and sampling 

effort, this process was repeated for the three sensitivity analyses accounting for community 

level basal area change, community level initial basal area, and number of subplots per region. 

This required recalculating RWMs for each region for the two community level variables and 

reducing the original dataset for the number of subplots per region. 

In order to account for geographic variation in trait shifts, a second level was added to the 

original model. This level represented ecological provinces as described by McNab et al. (2005). 

For both conditions, the regression coefficients, β0 and β1, in the single level model were allowed 

to vary between province, j, again modeled by a multivariate normal process: 

𝛽j ~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(𝛼𝑗 , 𝜎) 

Similar to the single level model, hyperparameters αj and σ had uninformative multivariate 

normal and inverse Wishart priors, respectively.  This approach allowed for different responses 

across provinces for both conditions, as opposed to including a single random effect term which 

would only allow for regional variation undistinguished by disturbance status. 

 The influence of climate was tested by running separate single level multiple regression 

models predicting three multivariate response variables: RWMs of all traits of seedling subplots 
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from their initial sampling period, RWM shifts of all traits in disturbed subplots, and RWM 

shifts of all traits in undisturbed subplots. Each model estimated parameter values for intercepts 

and linear and quadratic terms for both climate variables. An uninformative multivariate normal 

prior distribution was used for the parameter estimates, and the error term was a covariance 

matrix with an uninformative inverse Wishart prior. R-squared values were calculated based on 

estimated parameters from model output to assess the predictive power of climate variables. 

 All models used uninformative prior distributions. Posterior distributions were estimated 

for all parameters using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Gibbs sampling with 3 chains, for 

10,000 iterations with a 1,000 iteration burn-in. All chains were examined to visually confirm 

convergence. Parameters whose 95% credibility intervals did not cross zero were deemed 

statistically significant.  

 

Results 

 Across the ETF, five of the six RWM traits studied demonstrated shifts significantly 

different from zero in response to disturbance (Figure 5.2). Four of the six traits demonstrated 

shifts significantly different from zero in undisturbed subplots, and all four were opposite in sign 

to the observed disturbance effect (increased shade tolerance, seed mass and wood density; 

decreased maximum height). Leaf nitrogen content is the only trait without an observable shift in 

either condition, and drought tolerance only showed a shift in disturbed subplots. Due to 

standardizing the trait scores at the species level, the effect sizes of these responses are relative to 

the total trait variation in the 217 species observed in the dataset. Disturbed subplots generally 

showed larger effect sizes than the undisturbed subplots. 
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Disturbance Properties 

 The sensitivity analysis to basal area change revealed that removal of low severity 

disturbances resulted in the effect sizes of trait shifts moving further from zero for all traits 

except for leaf nitrogen; only shade tolerance, seed mass, and wood density had significantly 

different parameter estimates (Figure 5.3). Undisturbed trait shifts were not sensitive to basal 

area change, having similar effect sizes at all sensitivity levels for all traits. The sensitivity 

analysis to initial basal area revealed that as low starting values of basal area were removed from 

the analysis of disturbed subplots, the effect sizes of all significant trait shifts moved further 

away from zero (except maximum height), though only shade tolerance and seed mass had 

significantly different parameter estimates (Figure 5.4). As subplots with high initial basal area 

were removed from the analysis of undisturbed subplots, RWM shifts for all traits remained 

relatively constant. In the sensitivity analysis for minimum number of subplots per region, both 

disturbed and undisturbed RWM shifts remained constant as minimum number of subplots per 

region increased, or the effect size moved further away from zero (Figure 5.5). Only shade 

tolerance showed a significantly different parameter estimate in the disturbed condition.  

Provincial variation 

The hierarchical provincial model revealed high variation of regional shifts in RWMs in 

disturbed and undisturbed subplots (Table 5.1). Leaf nitrogen content did not respond to 

disturbance in any province, but did show increases in undisturbed conditions of two provinces: 

the central interior/Ozark broadleaf forests and temperate prairie parklands. Seed mass decreased 

in disturbed conditions in 4 of the 9 provinces, and most strongly in the northern Laurentian 

mixed forests. Seed mass increased in undisturbed conditions in 6 of the 9 provinces. Wood 

density decreased following disturbance in 5 of the 9 provinces, and increased in undisturbed 
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condition for only the two most northern provinces. Maximum height increased in response to 

disturbance in 4 of the 9 provinces, but decreased in response to disturbance in the Laurentian 

mixed forest province; while it showed decreases in undisturbed conditions in 6 of the 9 

provinces. Shade tolerance decreased in response to disturbance in 7 of the 9 provinces, and 

increased in undisturbed conditions in 6 of the 9 provinces.  Drought tolerance increased in 

disturbed conditions in 3 of the 9 provinces, while also showing an increase in undisturbed 

conditions of the northeastern/Adirondack mixed forest province. All provinces showed a 

significant response to disturbed and undisturbed conditions in at least one trait, and every 

province had a unique set of trait responses to disturbance.  

Climate 

 All RWMs from the initial sampling period showed significant relationships with both 

MAP and MAT (Table 5.2), except for maximum height with MAT. Five of the six traits had 

significant quadratic terms with both climate variables and R2 values ranging from 0.43 to 0.67; 

maximum height had a positive linear relationship with MAP and an R2 value of 0.09. When 

RWM shifts following disturbance were regressed with quadratic models, only leaf nitrogen 

showed a quadratic relationship with MAT (Table 5.2). Given the lack of disturbance response in 

leaf nitrogen and the weakness of this relationship (R2 = 0.02), this may be a spurious effect. 

Wood density RWM shifts had a quadratic term with a downward opening parabola centered 

close to zero indicating that wood density decreases following disturbance in areas of low and 

high MAP, but not in regions of average MAP, though this relationship was very weak (R2 = 

0.04). Seed mass demonstrated a positive, linear response to precipitation, with negative RWM 

shifts more common at lower precipitation values, though this relationship was very weak (R2 = 

0.04). RWM shifts in undisturbed subplots demonstrated more significant relationships than 
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disturbed subplots, but still had low R2 values (Table 5.2). Negative linear relationships were 

found between maximum height and both MAP and MAT (R2 = 0.05). Quadratic relationships 

were found between seed mass, wood density, and drought tolerance and MAP (R2 = 0.09, 0.07, 

0.04, respectively); and leaf nitrogen content and shade tolerance and MAT (R2 = 0.07, 0.09, 

respectively). 

 

Discussion 

 The general expectation was that disturbance should favor good dispersers (low seed 

mass) and good resource competitors (high maximum height, high leaf nitrogen), traits which 

may come at the expense of decreased stress tolerance (low shade tolerance, low wood density), 

although open post-disturbance communities may favor drought tolerant species under water 

deficit conditions (Lohbeck et al. 2013, Buzzard et al. 2015). Disturbance resulted in study-wide 

trait shifts in seedling communities consistent with these expectations, with the exception of leaf 

nitrogen.  This result is reinforced as four of the five traits responsive to disturbance also showed 

trait shifts in the opposite direction when basal area increased between sampling periods. This is 

consistent with the notions that disturbance ‘resets’ the process of succession, species sort along 

successional gradients, and this sorting occurs due to underlying ecological tradeoff axes 

captured by the traits used in this study. The magnification of observed trait shifts in response to 

increasing disturbance severity and time since last disturbance indicates that aboveground 

biomass indirectly impacts seedling trait dynamics, with increased light availability being a 

likely mediating influence given the strong response of shade tolerance. RWM trait values 

correlate with regional climatic patterns (consistent with previous findings; Swenson & Weiser 

2010), while disturbance responses largely operate independently of climate despite varying 
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across ecological provinces. Collectively, this indicates that climate may influence successional 

patterns of trait variation, but more immediate disturbance responses are largely independent of 

these two climatic variables. Instead, implicit changes in seedling resource availability due to 

changes in adult biomass has a clear effect on trait shifts, with provincial variation further 

structuring these patterns by muting or further magnifying observed effects. Examining this 

variation within each trait highlights potential factors driving variable recruitment processes 

across the study area. 

Significance of Individual Trait Responses 

The strong response of shade tolerance in both disturbed and undisturbed conditions 

reinforces that light availability is a critical environmental gradient driving tree species 

composition during disturbance-succession dynamics.  This is demonstrated by its large effect 

size relative to the other traits, its strong response to selecting subplots with higher basal area 

loss or higher initial basal area, and the near ubiquitous response across ETF provinces. The two 

provinces that did not display shade tolerance responses, the Lower Mississippi Riverine Forest 

and Temperate Prairie Parkland, are characterized by open landscapes where tree communities 

tend to cluster around rivers and streams (McNab et al. 2005), potentially allowing shade 

intolerant species to persist in the seedling layer of mature stands due to large edge effects 

increasing light penetration to the understory. Overall, this reinforces the value of characterizing 

tree species by shade tolerance indices for predicting disturbance response in forest systems.  

Nonetheless, shade tolerance is a surrogate for a broader range of a species’ physiological traits 

and may have complex interactions with other limiting biotic and abiotic pressures (Valladares 

and Niinemets 2008, Sendall et al. 2015). This highlights the need for a broader array of traits to 

understand disturbance responses. 
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The significant shifts in four of the five other traits are suggestive that light or other 

resource gradients influence tree species recruitment dynamics beyond a stress tolerance tradeoff 

axis. These responses were more spatially idiosyncratic than shade tolerance, indicating that 

abiotic and biotic drivers differ in relative strengths across ecological provinces. Seed mass, an 

indicator of a species’ dispersal strategy, showed a general increase in undisturbed subplots and a 

decrease in disturbed subplots. However, it had significant shifts in both disturbed and 

undisturbed subplots in only the two most northern provinces and the outer coastal plain mixed 

forest, though the effect sizes were smaller in the latter. Wood density also showed significant 

responses to both disturbance and succession in the two most northern provinces, and only 

disturbance responses in two other northerly provinces and the outer coastal plain. Collectively, 

the seed mass and wood density results are consistent with trait patterns of stand age previously 

demonstrated by Wilfahrt et al. (2014), indicating that these traits capture a successional gradient 

as community weighted means of adult trees for both traits increase in older-aged forest stands. 

However, the increase in these two traits occurs predominantly in northern provinces of the 

eastern US. Northerly ETF provinces and the outer coastal plain are both conifer-dominated 

areas (Delcourt and Delcourt 1988). As conifers tend to have lower wood density and seed mass 

values relative to angiosperms (though in both cases the lowest values are angiosperms in ETF; 

see appendix of Coyle et al. 2014), this could reflect hardwood encroachment in later 

successional forests. Seed mass generally decreases with latitude for all plant types, with 

multiple hypotheses potentially explaining this pattern (Moles et al. 2007). Among these are an 

increased reliance on abiotic dispersal at higher latitudes and shorter growing seasons limiting 

development time of seed crops. This would mean that disturbance-dependent species in lower 

latitudes would be free of two potential filters promoting decreased seed mass. Decreased wood 
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density following disturbance in these same regions could also reflect shorter growing seasons 

driving gap-dependent species to maximize growth toward the canopy more rapidly, though this 

is not captured by the temperature gradient analysis. Wood density and seed mass were the only 

two traits besides shade tolerance to show significantly stronger responses to higher severity 

disturbances, and seed mass showed stronger responses to disturbance subplots with higher 

initial basal area. Increases in both wood density (Kunstler et al. 2016) and seed mass (Clark et 

al. 2004) indicate a shift from species selected for colonization to species selected for 

competition, consistent with expectations of selection along successional gradients. 

Maximum height responses were inconsistent across provinces and often weaker than 

other traits. Decreases in maximum height in undisturbed subplots were often synchronous with 

increases in seed mass, while in disturbed subplots increases in height tended to occur in 

southerly regions where both seed mass and wood density showed no effect. This may result 

from an observed trade-off between cold hardiness and height potential (Loehle 1998), whereby 

the cost of investing in cold resistance for northerly tree species reduces their competitive ability 

in southerly ranges. Early successional species in northern provinces would be not only limited 

by this tradeoff, but could face less competitive pressure from extant trees post-disturbance. 

While the province-level results appear to partially support this notion, it is not reflected in the 

temperature analysis. The general regional asynchrony in significant height and wood density 

responses suggests that any species level trade-off between maximum height and wood density 

does not scale up to community level disturbance responses in ETF. 

The lack of leaf nitrogen response is consistent with previous studies on succession in 

ETF (Wilfahrt et al. 2014) and tropical forests (Reich et al. 1995, Falster and Westoby 2005). 

The two provinces with positive leaf nitrogen shifts in undisturbed subplots are on the western 
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edge of the study area where agricultural nitrogen inputs are high. However, atmospheric 

nitrogen deposition is generally high, though spatially heterogeneous, across all of the ETF 

(Gilliam 2006). Coyle et al. (2014) found that community-level mean leaf nitrogen had an 

increasing, but saturating relationship with soil fertility in North and South Carolina tree 

communities. Collectively, this indicates that edaphic conditions, not disturbance or climatic 

conditions filter species based on leaf nitrogen. As temperate forests are historically nitrogen 

limited (Anderson-Teixeira et al. 2015), monitoring community-level disturbance responses 

relative to nitrogen deposition patterns may be an important tool in predicting future forest 

composition changes. 

Drought tolerance showed similar levels of increase following disturbance in all 

provinces, though only three were significant, and one province had a significant increase in 

undisturbed subplots. Drought tolerance increases would be expected if open canopies cause 

drought-like conditions on the forest floor (Lohbeck et al. 2013). However, Berdanier & Clark 

(2016) showed that following severe and prolonged drought, drought intolerant species 

experienced decreased growth rates for an extended time period prior to eventual mortality. If 

species’ fecundities are also suppressed during these periods, then seedling community responses 

in drought tolerance may be observed prior to biomass loss from disturbance due to seed rain 

being skewed toward drought tolerant species. It also means that drought tolerance shifts may be 

more sensitive to periodic drought patterns not captured by MAP and MAT.  The outer coastal 

plain province for example, where a significant post-disturbance drought tolerance increase was 

observed, has experienced increased drought events in recent years and has interacted with a 

diminished disturbance regime to reduce understory species richness (Palmquist et al. 2014). 
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This could potentially reduce competitive pressure on seedlings allowing drought tolerance to be 

a more viable strategy. 

This research highlights that continental-scale disturbance-trait relationships exist, but 

these relationships are provincially contingent. The results are consistent with previous studies 

detailing the ecological interpretation of the traits used here, and are further reinforced by 

increased responsiveness to severity and time since disturbance, as well as the observed 

responses in undisturbed plots. Future studies would benefit from controlling for several aspects 

that may mask disturbance responses. First, seedling data stratified into new recruits and 

resprouts may increase effect sizes of trait shifts. Resprouting is a common trait in angiosperms 

of the ETF and adult individuals damaged in a disturbance may mask recruitment trends if they 

resprout and are included in seedling censuses (Bond and Midgley 2001). Further, different 

disturbance types (e.g. fire versus ice storm) variably impact forest understories where seedling 

communities exist (McIntyre et al. 1999, White et al. 2011). Certain disturbances may have high 

survivorship of pre-disturbance seedlings that would continue to contribute to a RWM post-

disturbance, thereby masking the trait signal of new recruits. Finally, intraspecific variation may 

account for over 25% of trait variation within and among communities (Siefert et al. 2015) and 

ontogenetic trait shifts are prominent in trees, particularly in juveniles (Spasojevic et al. 2014, 

Lasky et al. 2015). This within species variation may enable species to alter their ecological 

strategy across environmental gradients such as light availability. However, large spatial scale 

studies such as this one likely have a minimal impact from intraspecific variation as regional 

gradients drive large interspecific variation (Auger and Shipley 2013). These sources of variation 

may have reduced observed effect sizes in this study, but did not mask overall disturbance and 

successional trait patterns.  
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In this study, I expand on well-documented taxonomic responses to canopy disturbances 

and succession in ETF by exposing functional trait syndromes that lend process to these 

observed patterns. Analysis of multiple traits and two spatial scales provides evidence for 

additional mechanisms beyond shade intolerance controlling species recruitment in response to 

disturbance and succession. The independence of disturbance responses from climatic gradients 

diverges from previous studies in tropical forests, indicating that biogeographic history or 

edaphic properties may be more important in driving the observed provincial variation in trait 

responses across temperate forests. Ultimately, I demonstrate that different suites of traits 

determine species recruitment in post-disturbance resource environments across ecological 

provinces of temperate forests.   
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Table 5.1– Province specific trait responses. Bolded values indicate parameter estimates whose 95% credibility intervals do not 

include zero. 

 

Table 5.2  

Province Status LNC Seed Density Height Shade Drought # of 

regions 

Northeastern and Adirondack- 

Mixed Forest 

Disturbed 0.012 -0.040 -0.030 0.016 -0.099 0.025 
48 

Undisturbed 0.002 0.122 0.007 -0.219 0.048 0.032 

Laurentian Mixed Forest 
Disturbed 0.012 -0.127 -0.067 -0.054 -0.211 0.019 

58 
Undisturbed -0.002 0.038 0.023 -0.026 0.068 0.007 

Eastern US and Central 

Appalachian Broadleaf Forest 

Disturbed 0.000 -0.013 -0.025 0.035 -0.056 0.029 
58 

Undisturbed 0.014 0.026 0.018 -0.026 0.048 0.001 

Midwest Broadleaf Forest 
Disturbed -0.002 -0.018 -0.031 0.027 -0.068 0.030 

44 
Undisturbed 0.018 0.033 0.016 -0.029 0.046 0.006 

Central Interior and Ozark 

Broadleaf Forest 

Disturbed 0.015 -0.034 -0.025 0.027 -0.087 0.026 
50 

Undisturbed 0.040 0.019 0.018 -0.025 0.020 0.004 

Southeastern US and Ouachita 

Mountains Mixed Forest 

Disturbed -0.006 -0.002 -0.021 0.046 -0.053 0.034 
61 

Undisturbed 0.017 0.023 0.019 -0.027 0.042 0.003 

Outer Coastal Plain Mixed 

Forest 

Disturbed -0.004 -0.033 -0.033 0.015 -0.078 0.032 
55 

Undisturbed 0.003 0.033 0.018 -0.033 0.059 0.003 

Lower Mississippi Riverine 

Forest 

Disturbed 0.013 0.024 -0.008 0.071 -0.023 0.024 
14 

Undisturbed 0.014 0.032 0.018 -0.028 0.046 0.004 

Temperate Prairie Parkland 
Disturbed 0.013 -0.005 -0.024 0.048 -0.055 0.023 

24 
Undisturbed 0.034 0.024 0.014 -0.021 0.023 0.002 
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Table 5.2 – Estimated parameter values from a multiple regression model with linear and quadratic terms for both precipitation and 

temperature. Bolded values indicate parameter estimates whose 95% credibility intervals do not include zero. R2 values were 

calculated based on model estimates. 

 

Data Trait Intercept Precipitation Temperature Prec x Prec Temp x Temp R2 

RWM of 

Initial 

Sampling 

Period 

 

LNC 0.254 -0.145 0.011 0.046 -0.283 0.52 

Seed mass 0.066 -0.014 0.223 -0.042 -0.079 0.56 

Wood density 0.022 -0.043 0.230 -0.032 -0.071 0.43 

Max height 0.217 0.046 0.025 -0.016 -0.023 0.09 

Shade tolerance 0.499 0.253 -0.531 -0.095 0.083 0.59 

Drought tolerance 0.074 -0.207 0.526 0.030 -0.214 0.67 

Disturbed 

Trait 

Shifts 

LNC -0.002 -0.016 -0.007 -0.016 0.022 0.02 

Seed mass -0.015 0.034 0.001 -0.006 -0.014 0.04 

Wood density -0.021 0.024 -0.008 -0.027 0.015 0.04 

Max height 0.050 0.011 0.016 -0.012 -0.019 0.03 

Shade tolerance -0.056 0.012 0.027 -0.019 -0.015 0.04 

Drought tolerance 0.044 0.029 0.000 -0.012 -0.005 0.02 

Undisturbed 

Trait 

Shifts 

LNC 0.041 -0.020 0.033 -0.003 -0.024 0.07 

Seed mass 0.002 -0.021 0.004 0.023 0.004 0.09 

Wood density -0.012 -0.008 0.003 0.028 0.001 0.07 

Max height -0.020 0.022 -0.041 -0.009 0.002 0.05 

Shade tolerance 0.004 -0.004 -0.023 0.010 0.033 0.09 

Drought tolerance -0.015 -0.012 0.005 0.028 -0.011 0.04 
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Figure 5.1 – Biogeographic provinces from McNab et al (2005). Diagonal lines indicate montane 

provinces which were binned with their constituent non-montane provinces. 211 – Adirondack 

(patterned) and Northeastern Mixed Forest. 212 – Laurentian Mixed Forest. 221 – Central 

Appalachian (patterned) and Eastern US Broadleaf Forest. 222 – Midwest Broadleaf Forest. 223 

– Ozark (patterned) and Central Interior Broadleaf Forest.  231 – Ouachita Mountain (Patterned) 

and Southeastern US Mixed Forest (continues west of province 234). 232 – Outer Coastal Plain 

Mixed Forest (continues west of province 234).  234 – Lower Mississippi Riverine Forest. 251 – 

Temperate Prairie Parkland. 
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Figure 5.2 – Effect of basal area change, binned as ‘undisturbed’ (basal area increase) and ‘disturbed’ (decrease), on the six traits 

across the entire study area. Circles represent mean parameter estimates and bars cover the 95% credibility interval from the Bayesian 

models. Greyed out points’ credibility intervals cross zero. 
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Figure 5.3 – Sensitivity analyses of the amount of basal area change observed. Bars with circular midpoints represent all subplots 

used, triangles represent excluding subplots in the lower 10th quantile of absolute basal area change squares represent subplot 

exclusion at the 25th quantile. Bars represent 95% credibility intervals of the respective model. Greyed out points’ credibility intervals 

cross zero.  
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Figure 5.4  – Sensitivity analyses of the initial basal area. Bars with circular midpoints represent all subplots used, triangles represent 

excluding subplots in the lower 10th quantile of initial basal area for disturbed subplots and upper 10th quantile of initial basal area for 

undisturbed subplots. Squares represent subplot exclusion at the 25th quantile level. Bars represent 95% credibility intervals of the 

respective model. Greyed out points’ credibility intervals cross zero. 
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Figure 5.5 – Sensitivity analyses of the minimum number of subplots per region. Bars with circular midpoints represent all subplots 

used, triangles represent excluding regions with less than 10 representative subplots for either disturbance status, squares represent 

subplot exclusion at the 25 minimum subplot level. Bars represent 95% credibility intervals of the respective model. Greyed out 

points’ credibility intervals cross zero. 
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CHAPTER 6 : CONCLUSION 

 

 Understanding the processes that drive succession aids in elucidating one of community 

ecology’s central goals: understanding what maintains species coexistence across time and space. 

I have demonstrated in this dissertation that successional sequences constrain species based on 

their functional traits due to changing interspecific competition across time, but these general 

relationships additionally vary across different climatic, edaphic, and biotic conditions. Thus, 

succession is not a linear path to a climax community, but rather a series of possible species 

assemblages influenced by multiple environmental constraints and ecological tradeoff axes. 

 One of the central connections to emerge from studying old fields and forest in the 

eastern US is the importance of seed mass as a structuring trait during succession. Chapter 2 

showed that seed mass correlated positively with when species maximized their abundance, and 

Chapter 3 showed that initial plot conditions filtered colonizing species based on seed mass. 

Similarly, seed mass emerged as a highly responsive trait to stand age and disturbance in forest 

communities as detailed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Collectively, this indicates the importance 

of the colonization process for both herbaceous and tree species, since small seeded species 

sacrifice survival rates of offspring in favor of maximizing dispersal. Traits relating to stature 

were also important in both systems, although wood density responded more strongly than 

maximum height to disturbance in Chapter 5. This may result from differences in the temporal 

scale of turnover in these systems, as herbaceous dominants are less likely to invest in traits that 

confer shade tolerance since they can more rapidly access the canopy and shade out inferior 
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competitors, while tree species dominants often have to endure long periods of low light 

conditions before reaching the canopy. Nonetheless, both of these traits relate to species 

investment in structural biomass and change in consistent manners during succession. Leaf traits 

were the least informative in both of these systems. Leaf nitrogen was unresponsive to stand age 

and disturbance in Chapters 4 and 5. SLA did correlate with time to maximum abundance in 

Chapter 2 and responded to reduced enemy access in Chapter 3, but a large portion of its 

variation was unexplained relative to height and seed mass. However, both systems appeared to 

have unmeasured gradients that explained these leaf traits, ecoregions and latitude in the forested 

system, and experimental blocks.   

 Ultimately, I have demonstrated the utility of functional traits in explaining succession 

and disturbance processes in eastern temperate forests, a system where they are under used. 

Given the wide regional variability that was observed in Chapters 4 and 5, a clear next step is to 

identify these sources of variation at finer scales of inquiry. Conversely, while experimental 

manipulation can more reliably provide attribution to sources of trait variation, a next step in the 

old field experiment in understanding how our results extrapolate to other systems. Exploring 

how population trajectories and LHS traits in other systems can reveal the generalizability of the 

results presented here. Future work would also benefit from including additional traits. While the 

LHS scheme is attractive for its simplicity, it ignores several broad suites of traits that may shed 

light on species’ relationships to succession. Traits capturing resource allocation to root growth 

and form as well as traits detailing species phenology would aid in our understanding of the 

successional systems studied in this dissertation. Additionally, multiple traits detailing leaf 

structural and chemical composition (e.g. SLA, leaf dry matter content, leaf nitrogen content, 

carbon to nitrogen ratios) may be more informative than individual traits alone, despite their 
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tendency to be highly correlated. Finally, while height and wood density certainly inform 

competitiveness for light and growth rate, certain species may compete for light by increasing 

their lateral spread as opposed to their height. Nonetheless, the LHS scheme does capture 

significant portions of variation among and within species across successional gradients. 

 Overall, the work presented in this dissertation provides evidence that two disparate 

vegetation systems have similar ecological tradeoff axes influencing community composition 

across successional gradients. Understanding trait patterns expands on a wealth of previous work 

in these systems detailing taxonomic responses to variation in successional gradients, and lends 

process to observed patterns. As trait information continues to become increasingly available, we 

can expand our knowledge of these ecological tradeoffs and how they influence species 

coexistence. 

 


